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Undeijpradiates Struggle to

^ Renter for Spring Courses
As the Student Body Increases, Students
Have Trouble Getting Their Required Classes
in Hartford has gone up approximately 200 (about 10 percent),
while the faculty count has
Many students had trouble decreased by approximately the
enrolling in any of their top four same proportion," posing an
choices for courses during the ever-increasing need to address
Advance Registration period for registration issues. According to
the Spring 2008 semester, a Registrar Patricia McGregor, the
result of an increasing student class sizes of incoming Trinity
body and a decreasing faculty. students seeking degrees over
Members of the Trinity commu- the past years have increased
nity have been raising concerns from 2,033 students in the fall
about class registration for next of 2002, to 2,164 in the fall of
semester following Advising 2007. The problems these class
Week e-mails that they received size increases cause are reflected
from the Dean of Faculty and in the comments of many memthe Registrar on Nov. 9 and bers of the Trinity community.
Nov. 13, respectively.
Christina Gustavsson, an
Trinity's current class regis- undeclared sophomore, distration procedure is based on cussed the difficulty she has had
two main components. First, in registering this semester, parthere is a pre-registration period, ticularly in regards to enrolling
in which students register based in Psychology of Gender
on class year, giving seniors the Differences. She described how
most priority and freshmen the this "is frustrating because I'm
least. Second, each class is alpha- considering psychology as a
betically divided into sections major, and was hoping this class
that rotate each semester. Due •would help me make up my
.jfa&viAgfm&QfM' faeHjltjs. arxd. an ipin,^»f-*/W9aen considering the
increase in students, the func- current system of priority given
tionality of the system during to upperclassmen, which she
Spring 2008 registration has agrees with, Gustavsson also
been fraught with significant dif- expressed, "It's important to
ficulty. •
remember that freshmen and
Dean of Faculty Rena Fraden sophomores need to be free to
explained, "over the past five explore in order to decide on a
years, the undergraduate student
see ADMIN, on page 9
FTE (full time equivalent) count
By KRISTEN CARLSON '13
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

E.G. Caner
; The annual fall dance concert, Converging Rhythms, showcased a variety of choreographies from different cultures, pg 11. •

Students Battle Poor Oving Conditions

Wheaton and Cook Dormitories Face Challenges with Mold and Mice
By ELIZABETH ANDERSON '10
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Students living in Cook and
Wheaton have been experiencJRg QSgligSU,ce
in responding ,
to their reports of mice and
mold, respectively. They feel as
though the school's response
has been inadequate and are left
wondering what are the appropriate steps to take.
Since last year, students have
reported the presence of black
mold growing above the showers
in the Wheaton first floor bathroom. Additionally, and perhaps consequently, the ceiling is
falling apart. There have been
ongoing complaints regarding
the manner in which the school
is dealing with the situation,
according
to
a Resident
Assistant who wishes to remain
anonymous. Though the mold
is not deemed as toxic, one resident has supposedly reported
that his eyes burn and become
bloodshot when he showers.
According to Facilities, there
exist millions of species of mold
and mold is a very common
occurrence in moist places that
are hard to ventilate, such as
bathrooms. The difficulty of
removing the mold in Wheaton
is exacerbated by the fact that
doing so requires replacement of
the ceiling. As there are no
other men's bathrooms in the
building, and. the process is
expected to be lengthy, students
must wait until winter break. .

After inspecting the bathroom, the Facilities department
decided that the bathroom
would need to be closed down
for a minimum of two weeks to
,fix the problem.
After discussing the situation with residents
and
the
Resident
Assistant, it was decided that the
most appropriate time for dealing with the problem would be
over winter break.
In the meantime, Trinity's
Environmental Health and
Safety Manager, Karen Misbach,

hopes to refute claims of the
mold as being toxic, and assures
students that it does not pose
serious health threats.
"The
mold that has made the news as
'toxic' mold is one type. p£
species (out of millions) that
takes many years to infiltrate an
area that is allowed to remain
wet for a long time, such as a
pipe leak inside a wall that is
never fixed. It is a rare occurrence to have such a problem
see MOLD on page 9

Trinity College Receives Ten-Year Reaccredidation
By SARAH HARVEY'11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Recently, Trinity College
officially received confirmation
that the Commission on
Institutions
of
Higher
Education (CIHE) of the New
England Association of Schools
and
Colleges
(NEASC)
approved Trinity's 10-year reaccredidation. This reaccreditation
comes after submitting a substantial self-study of its mission
to NEASC and hosting a visiting
team for three days last April.
The visiting team consisted of a
group of faculty and representatives from peer institutions, and
was chaired by the president of
Middlebury College, Ronald
Liebowitz. The team interviewed
and met with members of the
Trinity community to form their
own opinions on the success of

Trinity College in meeting its processes, intellectual and commission.
munity engagement, and urban
global
engagement.
A steering committee of fac- and
ulty members was created to According to the self-study,
draft the self-study to submit to these three areas were chosen in
NEASC for the reaccreditation. order to, allow the College to
Vice President for Planning, "focus the intensity of the self
Administration, and Affirmative study process on the three areas
Action and Associate Professor with which it has most struggled
of Mathematics Paula Russo and over the past decade." Russo
Associate Professor of English said that these are all matters in
and American Studies Margo which the College "expects to
Perkins co-chaired the commit- make progress in the near
tee. The' goal of the self-study future." The study was drafted
was to address the strengths and with information from past
weaknesses of the College. The reports as well as information
self-study was presented to the from individual groups and
campus community for review committees on campus.
. Senior
Director
of
before it was submitted to
Institutional
Research
and
NEASC.
The study acknowledged the Planning and a member of the
standards provided by NEASC steering committee Kent Smith,
and also emphasized thre"e spe- clarified that while the study did
cific areas selected by Trinity, not bring much new informaincluding planning and budget tion to the forefront due to the

existence of evaluations already
under way, it did help to consolidate the information and provide the means to think about a
range of issues and their relations to each other. Some of the
information collected was from
documents "that might otherwise have been lost or forgotten
on various people's computers
and bookshelves," according to
Russo. The completion of the
self-study has been useful in that
it created a library of types of
reports and documents from the
past 10 years, all of which can be
used by the College community
in future reports. While the
reaccreditation process did not
necessarily bring to light many
new discoveries, it did provide
the College an important opportunity to explore the strengths
see COLLEGE on page 8
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EDITORIAL

Course Offerings Satisfactory?
• >

In our last editorial, the Tripod posed Or will class sizes continue to increase?
the question: "What are we paying for?"
Furthermore, next fall the faculty will
After it was discovered that many first implement writing, foreign language, and
year students were unable to enroll in any global course requirements for the class
of their top four courses during advanced , of 2012. Will this cause students to
registration, we thought it was pertinent encounter even greater difficulty
to ask whether or not the high costs of a enrolling in courses in the future?
Trinity education were worth it if a stuPerhaps the most important question
dent could not take the courses he or she is this: What safeguards are in place to
wanted to. This week, however, the Tripod prevent similar problems from occurring
is glad to report that the College will be in the future?
offering 30 additional courses next spring
The answers to these questions are
to
meet student demand (see unclear and may not be answered for a
"Undergraduates Struggle to Register for few years. For now, students should be
Spring Courses," p. 1). Dean of Faculty pleased that the administration treated
Rena Fraden had pledged to "come up the situation with the seriousness it
with a plan to alleviate" the situation deserved. But this is a problem that stubefore Thanksgiving, and it appears as dents should not have to confront in the
though she has done so. But despite this future, and the Tripod hopes that everysolution, questions remain.
thing is done to make sure they do not.
The main cause of the problem
stemmed from the decrease in faculty over Correction: Due to a reporting error, the
the past few years coupled with an article "T-Shirt Sales Ban Furthering
increase in student enrollment over the Problems" in our Nov. 13 issue stated
same amount of time. Because of that, the that the "Rock Out With Your Cock
College has been unable to offer as many Out" t-shirts had been banned from
courses as it has in the past. If the size of being sold after the Women & Gender
the faculty continues to decrease and the Resource Action Center had complained
size of the student body continues to about them. In reality, there was no ban
increase, will the College continue to offer on the t-shirts. The Tripod apologizes for
more classes to accommodate everyone? the mistake.

Letters to the Editor
WGRAC Clarifies Stance on
"Rock Out" T-shirts
To the Editor:
In response to the article by Mike
Robinson titled "T-Shirts Sales Ban
Furthering Problems," I need to correct
the misinformation. First, there was no
ban of the sale of t-shirts with the slogan
"Rock Out With Your Cock Out." If
there had been a ban, WGRAC - Women :
•;& Gender Resource Action Center would not have supported it. I certainly
would not have requested it. Second, the
only action I took was to encourage students, some professors, and SART members (Sexual Assault Response Team), to
engage in dialogue on issues of perception surrounding the slogan in their
classes. Some professors did so, prompting dialogue on free speech versus offensive language, and how differing life
experiences form differing perspectives.
For some, the play on words was totally
innocuous, and funny. For others, it was
not. I-heard opinions from both sides. I
see WGRAC's role as raising consciousness and encouraging discourse on issues
of gender, race, sexual orientation, class,
and other factors that tend to divide us,
rather than unite us, WGRAC partners
with many on campus to build a strong
community based on respect, integrity
and trust. I hope you will join us in this
effort.
I encourage Tripod writers to check
. their facts, especially when strong accusations are made, as they were in this article.
I invite anyone who wishes to discuss
this subject with me to do so:
Laura.Lockwood@trincoll.edu, or please
stop by the WGRAC office.
On a more positive note, thank you
for the front page coverage of Voices
Raised in Power. The student performers,
organizers, and the subject matter hugely
deserve this recognition.
Signed,
Laura R. Loclcwood
• WGRAC Director.

Tripod's Coverage of Volleyball
Team Inadequate
To the Editor:
In Stephanie Apstein's article this
past week ("Best Games of Trin 2007 Fall
Season"), she managed to illustrate a
gross inequity between the sports without, presumably, attempting to do so.
The so-called "best games" were listed,
from the. Men's Cross Country triumph
at New Englands to the defeat of
Middlebury by Women's Soccer. Every
sport was mentioned, and although I
cannot speak with authority, I would
assume that some 'research went into
choosing their best game, whether by
asking current players : or by other
means.
Volleyball, however, (the sport
shoved into the tiny corner at the bottom of the article) wasn't apparently
given as much consideration. Not only
was the game chosen nowhere near the
"best" game of the year, but it also illustrated how little time the Tripod has
given the sport as a whole.
As a volleyball player, I understand
my biased view in this matter. In fact, I
understand if the stress of covering 29
matches (the number of matches we
played this season, and at least twice the
number of any other team this fall) was
too much for the Tripod to cover. But
volleyball was the subject of only four
articles in the Tripod this fall, about half
the number of Men's Soccer, Women's
Soccer, Football, and Field Hockey articles.
Despite the inequity shown in the
coverage, I was willing to give the Tripod
a chance. Even though they managed to
misreport player's positions and other
such details, I was willing to give them
the benefit of the doubt. However, this
article, at the end of our successful season, was the straw, that broke the proverbial back.
Anyone who did even a little research
into the volleyball team's season would
know that the victory over Bowdoin was
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not the best game. How about our win
over then third ranked Connecticut
College? The Bantams beat them in -only
four games, and it was perhaps the most
exciting home game of the year. Or how
about the final match of the season
against Middlebury? That went to five
games, as the Bowdoin game did, and we
defeated them, even taking their ranking
from them for the Championship
Tournament. Bowdoin, ranked' eighth in
the league, was nowhere near our best
match. Anyone on the team could have
told Ms. Apstein that.
However, this is sadly not the only
example of the disregard volleyball is
given in the Tripod. Early in the year, in
the "Top 10" section of the paper, a ranking was given to each fall sport, from
most interesting to watch to, presumably,
least. Volleyball was given a ranking
below almost every other sport, despite
the fact that the volleyball team had
gone to the NESCAC Champion
Tournament two times in a row (a feat we
repeated this year), and the fact that we
have the best defensive player in the
NESCAC, Kathleen Lenz '08, on our
team.
I am well aware that volleyball isn't
one of the "traditional" sports here at
Trinity, like football or field hockey. Our
ways may be foreign to you. The fact that
the two teams have absolutely no physical contact may confuse you. The fact.

that we play indoors in Oosting Gym,
when you'd rather be cold and outside
on the fields, may put you off. Still, the
success of the volleyball program here at
Trinity cannot be denied. We went 19-10
this season, a very respectable record in
a league as tough as the NESCAC, and
we made it to the Championship
Tournament for the third year in a row.
Yet our entire season was summed up to
the community as a whole by a game
that happened so early in the season
that it really had no impact whatsoever.
I know volleyball isn't a big-budget
sport, like football, or a sport that
everyone knows, like soccer. I realize
that it's hard to pick and choose
between which sports stories go into the
Tripod every week. But for an athlete on
the volleyball team, it's very hard to
look at the Tripod every week and see
your efforts go unnoticed. We are athletes on this campus as well, and we
work just as hard as any other athlete at
this College. So I have to hope that next
year, when you're choosing between one
of the seven articles on field hockey, or
the 12 articles between the soccer teams,
you'll choose to consider the volleyball
team as well.

;

;

Signed,
Vivian Baker
:; Class of 2011

.
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Proposed Pub Sending Wrong Signals
By PETER KEMPSON '10
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

begins.
The biggest problem I have
with this entire idea is that
Trinity should not endorse alcohol consumption for recreational purposes. I understand that
almost the entire population
already drinks heartily on the
weekends, but by creating a
school-sanctioned location for
consumption and distribution
of alcoholic beverages (other
than just allowing organizations
to do what they will), Trinity
will be officially endorsing the
notion that one can only have
fun when inebriated.
One of the main purposes
of this pub is to allow students
and professors to interact, and
by saying this can only happen
over alcohol says that the only
way we can get along is if we're
a bit buzzed (and then some). I
know that many adults have
drinks with dinner or a sip of
something to unwind at the end
of the day, but the point of a
pub is the promise of alcohol
(and the joy and merriment
that goes along with it: drinking
songs, drinking games, etc.).
Alcohol would be the focal and
selling point of a pub, not the
possibility of conversation with
professors or other students —
then it could just equally be at .
a coffee shop (of which we
already have two).
I am in no way against any
sort of meeting place with professors (I, too, find offices

daunting); I just think that having
a pub sends the wrong message,
especially if the College truly
I think that
intends to enforce drinking laws.
the idea of a
If they do, then the pub will effeccampus pub is
tively be an exclusive club,
a
supremely
expressly for those over the age of
bad one. I
21. In a college setting, most of
strongly feel
the population will not hit the
. that
Trinity
age of 21 until somewhere in their
should not encourage the conjunior year (coincidentally, when
sumption of alcohol as a recreTrinity wants people off campus,
ational activity. Plus, there is no
studying abroad), and at this
room for said pub, and ultimatepoint in their college career (one
ly, there, are better ways to
would hope) a student has already
socialize with professors.
created some connection with faculty in their field of interest(s).
The
Campus
Climate
Committee's report recently
The period of time when stucame out. (Did you read it? It
dents should meet with different
actually had some pretty good
professors is when they are lookideas in it, but the pub wasn't
ing at all sorts of areas of interest,
one.) Among the Committee's
also known as the first two years
observations of social life on
of college (or the "pre-declaracampus was the realization that
tion" years, as I call them). In this
Trinity doesn't have any sort of
case, Trinity should create a localcentralized
hang-out
spot
ized center for professors and stu(shocker, really) and thus it is
dents to meet and greet (note that
hard for students to socialize
it's not meet and drink) and
Gym attendance peaks post-Thanksgiving
with each other and/or profesencourage students to go to
sors easily, so their recommendepartment events and lectures.
dation was to "investigate the
Otherwise, the school is implicitly
possibility of a 'pub' or other
encouraging underage drinking.
on-campus alternative with alcoProponents also say that a pub
hol and find ways to serve alcowill help curb Trinity's drinking
hol legally in other social spaces
problem. (Don't think we have
where appropriate." Then we
one? Do you remember homeheard from the administration
coming? No? Point proven.) The By MATT WRZESNIEWSKY '09 consider the implications of their
that the same idea has occurred
school's logic is that in the pub (a
actions during their Halloween celCONTRIBUTING WRITER
to them before and they have
school-run place), alcohol con-,
ebrations. A variety of organizabeen investigating it. All eaught
At the begin- tions Vorkerf together on this, and
up? Good. This is where the
ning of this aca- we believe that our collective
see ON-CAMPUS on page 5
facts end and my opinion
demic year, the efforts were successful.
S t u d e n t
A long-term goal of the comG o v e r n m e n t mittee, and the entire SGA, is to
Association creat- create an anti-discrimination policy
ed
a
new for Trinity. We believe this to be a
Committee
called
window
and
evaluated
the
situacars
only
to
have
them
never
crucial element to any progress. We
By AILEEN McBRIDE '09
the
Committee
on
Campus
tion,
as
he
stared
at
three
icicles.
come
at
all.
True
story,
there
have
researched the policies of
TRIPOD STAFF
"I can only take one of you."
were five guys on bikes wearing Climate and Civic Engagement. other institutions and are working
The temperaThat's really great officer, all black, accessorizing with ski The Committee has taken the on one for our campus. The policy
ture
was 32 because us two were just waiting masks, sitting right in front of place of last year's Diversity is intended to be short and concise
degrees at half with her so she didn't get my Crescent St. apartment. After Committee. The new Committee and be placed in the Student
past
one. jumped, raped, mugged, slain, a call was urgently placed to has a broadened scope of issues- Handbook. We believe that a poliW e a t h e r , c o m etc. After waiting for over 30 Campus Cafety they informed that it is presently tackling, includ- cy of this nature would be a powestimated it to be minutes the best you could do me that Crescent Street was ing admissions, public spaces on erful declaration that our College
1 around 30 (damn was take only one of us? At 2 "outside their jurisdiction" and campus, and Trinity's perception does not tolerate acts of discrimi'wind chill). We a.m.? In sub-zero temperatures? really weren't authorized to care. in the community.
nation.
made a phone call to Campus Does anyone else see the flaw in The same happened after a man
I am very excited to chair this
Another concern that our comSafety earlier on, whilst still in this supposedly brilliant (yet parked his car outside my apart- Committee. I have served on SGA mittee has is the fragmentation of
the warmth of the library, for a arbitrarily thrown together) ment for an hour while walking for two years and I chaired the the campus. The vast expanse of
ride to 158 Allen PI. The instruc- shuttle system yet? The shuttle . around the front and backyards, Academic Affairs Committee last spaces on a small scale is countertions were to wait for a car on actually has to come. That taking everything in. Campus year. Other committee members intuitive and further separates stuthe dark side of Austin Arts would certainly help a lot in the Safety alerted me, once more, are Flo Monier '11, Melissa dents. We offered recommenda(might as well have been the whole transportation aspect of that this was not something they Iitwack '10 and Tomas de'Medici tions and a critique of the proposmoon). Twelve minutes passed. the shuttle. In addition, the really needed to be dealing with. '11. We hold meetings on Sunday al that the Charter Committee on
Another thing that confuses evenings in Mather Dining Hall. Campus Climate created. We also
Austin Arts was closed and there shuttle stops need to not be in
was no shelter for when the wind such dubious places. It still me is the whole Peter B's situa- All students are welcome.
had a discussion with Ed
picked up. Cars were suspicious- amazes me how Campus Safety tion. The school demanded that
Presently, the Committee regu- Taraskewich from Chartwells. We
ly parked in the lot between LSC can only pick up and drop off they stay open until midnight as larly attends biweekly, meetings of chatted with him about probable
and Hallden with their occu- students right at that blue light one of the terms for them to the
Multicultural
Affairs future changes to the Cave that
pants exchanging small packages phone on the Crescent-side of remain open on campus. As a Committee (MAC). It has been will develop an alternative public
and then speeding off separately. Austin Arts. I'm sorry, when did result of these late hours, they both informative and interesting space on campus. There are plans
A phone call was made to x2222 that become such a popular promised that an officer would to see what each cultural organiza- for immediate changes and there
once more. Ten minutes pass. It place to be that it was made into be sent over every night, at clos- tion is doing on campus. are also long-term goals. The
might as well have been below a shuttle stop? If anything, pick ing, when the cash box is being Additionally, a member of the changes will reinvent the Cave's
zero as the cold was turning lips the library. After all, Campus counted. Attendance has certain- Campus Climate Committee environment and create a space
blue and appendages numb. A Safety "cannot go any further" ly been spotty. In addition, serves on the Inter-Social Council that will operate at night, and may
third phone call was placed, and than that blue light phone, even employees are supposed to be (ISC), an organization that include the rumored campus pub.
soon after, a fourth. At this though they drive up to the guaranteed a ride at closing, emerged last year.
The SGA Campus Climate
point, keeping track of time was library to turn their cars around since their hours were changed
At the beginning of the semes- Committee has just begun its work
rather involuntarily. To this day, ter we were reminded about the and there are many ideas on the
as useful as your UPass. It's clear anyway.
that's never happened yet. I've unfortunate events that unfolded agenda. We are happy where we are
no one was coming and it was
There are a number of times
only getting colder. Surprisingly where the shuttle actually just yet to go home before friends last year, and the committee found at the conclusion of this semester
enough, a van sans its notorious doesn't come. I've heard horror close Peter B's, because it would it especially important to publish a and anticipate further improveflashing lights cruised by, slowly. stories of friends having to wait
full-page advertisement in this ments to our campus climate next
The officer inside rolled down a for an hour (and then some) for
publication, asking students to semester.
see IMPROVED on page 5

Safer Transportation Needed at Night

New SGA Committee
Tackles Campus Issues
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President Jones
Answers
Students'
Questions

What are your
favorite things to do
over Thanksgiving?
I imagine that each
of us in this community and in all sorts of
communities
across
the country would
have variations on a
single theme in answer
to this question. When I think of Thanksgiving
in my childhood, my mind wanders back to
gigantic meals with extended family all around,
touch football in the yard that somehow annually went completely out of control each
November (what our thirty-two year old daughter likes to term the excesses of the Y chromosome), and the annual shaking of the pecan tree
in our grandparents' side yard that always heralded the onset of the holiday season.
Since we had children of our own, I often
think of Thanksgiving as one grandly chaotic
time in the kitchen. We somehow have always
managed to have large kitchens in each of our
homes. My wife and I love to cook, and our
three children-have grown up around all sorts
of cuisines, cooks of all kinds, and recipes
galore. Our family traditions around holidays
do not come from Norman Rockwell: beatific
grandmother does not appear to the groaning
board bearing the perfectly brown turkey.
Everyone in our family seemingly must get in
on the cooking act: from making pies with my
wife (slacks a .piaster ^ pie crust—just ask our
children), to stuffing the turkey with me (Y
chromosome at work yet again), to arguing over
just how much orange peel simply must go into
the sweet potatoes, to telling and retelling the
same Thanksgiving stories over and again each
year: how my mother decided she was going to
cook Thanksgiving dinner for my wife and me
when we were only twenty-two and just married,
when my mother had never cooked anything in
her life, carefully cooking and basting the
turkey for hours. When I started to carve the
turkey, she announced that there was no gravy
this particular year because the turkey was
"deformed" and there were no giblets. Our
beloved housekeeper, then in her early eighties
and nearly blind, said to my mother, "You did
look in the front cavity," to which my mother
responded, "What front cavity?" And yes, she
had carefully baked the turkey with the plastic
bag containing the giblets burst and cooked
onto the front cavity of the turkey. That turkey
certainly did not come from any Norman
Rockwell painting of the perfect American
Thanksgiving dinner, I assure you. And that
story is told and retold and retold, always with
great laughter, while one of us (normally
myself) peeks into the front cavity just to make
certain...even after forty years have passed since
that hysterically funny Thanksgiving. And the
voices of people I cherish always somehow seem
to merge with the sounds and smells of the
kitchens of our life, reminding us all of what is
really important.
I am certain our holidays are like most of
yours: full of laughter, good food and drink,
perhaps a quiet moment here and there to
reflect on our many blessings, and just the time
to look around at our families and to recall,
despite the frantic pace of our lives, just what
having each other means.
Please send any questions for President Jones
to tripod@tdbacoll.edu

Extend Holiday Spirit To Planet Earth
By ELISABETH CIANCIOLA '10
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Being with
family
and
friends goes with
holidays
like
bread goes with
butter. But let's
be honest: the
two don't always
mesh well. Relationships are
complicated, there are times
when we give, and times when
we take. Logically it follows that
we do not take when we give, so
we must be giving when we do
not take. And of course, holidays are a time for giving. It happens, though that sometimes we
forget someone and we end up
taking instead, with no even
exchange. By the way, what are
you giving planet Earth for the
holidays? That's what I thought.
So often we forget that we
are all one big family at home
on planet Earth. You would
never forget to give your mother
a holiday gift, so why leave out
Mother Earth? The truth is, you
don't have to go out of your way
to give a mother a gift, and
Mother Earth is no different. As
I mentioned before, when we do
not take, we give, and I know
one thing that would be very
easy for Trinity students not to
take from planet Earth: food
that they don't eat anyway.

I could make a dozen fruit
baskets at every meal served in
Mather with all the unbitten
apples, unopened bananas, and
untouched bagels that are carried away by the tray drop conveyor belt. Maybe you don't like
fruit baskets. In that case, there
are a lot of Other things that
could have been made with the
energy it took to cultivate that
apple, bring it to Trinity, and
process it at Hartford's trash-toenergy plant.
When you only take as much
food as you will eat, you are giving planet Earth solar energy to
grow Christmas trees; fuel to
power the cars, planes, and trains
to take you home; packaging
materials to ship goods to host
families and the needy; electrical
power to illuminate holiday
lights; reduced air pollution so
that the heavenly skies are actually visible; and reduced greenhouse gas emissions so that
there are white Christmases in
the places that are meant to havethem. You are giving planet
Earth's people time to spend
with their families and friends
instead of maintaining, packaging, and transporting food items;
rest and relaxation from physical
labor; role models for global
responsibility; freedom from
anxiety over meeting others'
demands; world peace (well,
maybe not quite, but it is a step

closer); and something to be
thankful for.
I challenge Trinity to shoot
beyond just minimizing food
waste and skip disposable silverware, plates, cups, and napkins.
How privileged we are to be able
to have china mugs and plates in
our dining hall and employees
to clean them for us; I encourage you to exercise this privilege
and make your meals classy with
reusable
dinnerware.
And
remember, Mather is a buffetstyle venue. You may as well take
your meals up another notch
and have multiple courses
instead of cramming everything
you think you might- eat (or
think you should eat) onto your
dish at once.
Americans are like the
Grinch. We are sitting atop a
sleigh overflowing with 25 percent of the Earth's natural
resources that we are hiding
from impoverished people, none
of which belong to us (I already
subtracted the amount we
should fairly be allowed to use:
five percent). So it should be
easy for us to give to others for
the holidays and everyday.
Christmas will come to those in
need with or without the excessive amounts of goods we have,
but will it really come to us?
This holiday season, consider
trying the easiest way to give to
others: don't take from them.

Committee Report Needs to be Public
By KRYSTAL RAMIREZ '10
TRIPOD STAFF
A
news
story isn't a
news story for
long at Trinity.
A couple of
weeks
ago
Lillie Lavado
'09 wrote an
article about the open forums
held by the Campus Climate
Committee; in which they
heard feedback from both students and faculty about the
report they released which
detailed a number of recommendations, some more controversial than others, in response
to last year's "incidents of bias."
This was actually the second
instance that the topic was covered by this publication; however, with the Campus Climate
Committee waiting until the
first week in December to officially present their final proposal to the Board of Trustees, I
fear that this issue will be lost
due to the Thanksgiving Break
lull and then the ensuing rush
to wrap up unfinished business
as classes end and final exams
begin.
Personally, I think the
Campus Climate Committee's
report is too important to let it
wither away and be put on the
back burner in our minds.
Perhaps the matter will be
brought up again at some point
next semester, if the Trustees
choose to take any action,
which is something else that
worries me. The fact that actual
progress is only speculative at
this point is a scary thought.

The final dij.ll of the Campus guarantee that the Board of
Climate Committee's report has Trustees will do anything once
been printed and bound and they've seen the final draft of
sent to the Trustees for review the report. Hopefully, they will
before their actual meeting.'As call upon President Jones to
you read this now, the Trustees form the President's Special
on
Campus
have probably already looked Council
Community that
over the recomApparently, the
is suggested by
mendations,
Campus
Climate
the
Campus
made notes for
C
l
i
m
a t e
themselves in the
Committee thinks that
C
o
m
m
i
t
tee's
margins for any
the Trustees should
report.
But,
dialogue
they
have time before-every- while I usually
will have about
one else to look over
try to maintain a
them, and most
likely have mainthe final report...which positive outlook,
I'm not sure I
ly made up their
I do not think is the
have complete
minds concernbest approach.
faith that there
ing the proposUltimately, the maxiwill be an immeals. For some readiate response
son, the logic of
mum transparency
from
the
which I don't
possible should be the
really
underTrustees. I can't
goal...
stand,
the
foresee.
any;
Campus Climate Committee major change happening anydoes not think they need to time soon, or any change at all,
release the final draft of the for that matter. No offense to
report to the rest of the Trinity the
Campus
Climate
community (or the Hartford Committee, but if it took them
community) at the same time almost a year to write up a
they do for the Trustees. report offering recommendaApparently, the majority of the tions to the Trustees, what's to
Campus Climate Committee say that it won't take twice as
thinks that the Trustees should long to actually execute these
have time before everyone else ideas? The Campus Climate
to look over the final report and Committee's report recomtalk about it amongst them- mends the "immediate creselves and give their reaction, ation" of the Special Council,
which I do not think is the best "to be drawn from Trinity's
approach. Ultimately,, the maxi- multiple constituencies." That
mum transparency possible in itself gives me the impression
should be the goal, and by keep- that this will be a slow course.
ing the report from everyone, What's more, this Council
even if it's only for a few days, would be asked to "oversee the
in my opinion, sends the wrong implementation of these recommessage.
What's more, there's no real

see WITHHOLDING on page 5
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continued from page 4
sumption could be monitored
and people can be cut off, and
underage drinkers simply won't
be served. Unfortunately, this is
all naive dreaming. If you get
cut off at the pub, there are
plenty of places to go to get
more alcohol. (Here's a hint:
walk north until you hear the
loud music.) In a college setting
where freshmen have handles of
vodka (and more) in their closets, a pub will not reduce abuse.
It may slow down the speed at
which people get intoxicated,
but it will legitimize drinking
on Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday.
Furthermore, who would
oversee and monitor the pub,
let alone run it? Would Trinity
hire more staff for it from the
surrounding areas? Would we
hire students? If students were
running the place, Trinity runs
the great risk of a student allowing underage or excessive drinking in order to not be seen as a
bad bartender. (Ever wonder
what makes a good R.A.?
Answer: not being strict.) And if
we're hiring more staff to run it,
where is this money coming
from? I thought we were in a
budget crisis.
Where would this pub go
anyway? The two best ideas at
this point are the Bishop's

Corner Lounge in Mather and when we want to because other
The Corner Pocket in the Cave. groups use it, too. When do my i
I can kind of see The Corner groups use the room? Weeknights j
Pocket being a pub — there are and Saturday afternoons, prime !
continued from page 3
already pool tables, TVs, stools, "pub time." Also, if we really [
and it's a nice place to hang out want to get a campus pub, be really %&$#ing dumb for
with people, but why Bishop's shouldn't we just go ahead and them to wait for the shuttle,
Lounge? Is it not used enough as try to buy out The Tap?
alone, at 1 or even 2 a.m. Not
is? I know there are a good numOn the whole, I can under- that a 115 pound girl is going to
ber of people
stand the need for help, but two is supposedly betwho don't know
professors and stu- ter than one at least when you're
Yes, we should keep
where Bishop's
dents to interact attempting to take on a knifestudents from driving
Corner Lounge
socially, but I can- wielding Hartford local on a
off campus to get
is, but there are
not see a pub as mission ... to kill!
also those who
drunk and then drive
the solution to the
Forget escorts and shuttles
don't
know
problem. Creating for a moment and consider this:
home, but we also
where
the
a
school-spon- a medical emergency. Buh-bye,
shouldn't get our proUnderground
sored pub would TCERT,
and
wilkommen
fessors all buzzed up
Coffeehouse is.
implicitly endorse; Campus Safety to the emergency
and then send them
The
Bishop's
the drinking cul- transport world! Does this have
Corner Lounge
ture on campus, failure written all over it more
out onto the streets of
is used
for
and it is an overall than the Jarvis renovation deadHartford.
many
things:
poor answer to the line? Damn straight. One day a
every club and
bigger problem. friend was alone and started to
student organiYes, we should feel numb, dizzy, and nauseous.
zation has their mailbox there; keep students from driving off After calling Campus Safety for
lockers are there for those who campus to get drunk and then an emergency ride to the hospineed them; the piano in the drive home, but we also should- tal, they responded curtly with,
room makes it a valuable prac- n't get our professors all buzzed "Wait outside." Thinking this
tice space (because there aren't up and then send them out onto meant to go outside immediateenough on campus); the parti- the streets of Hartford.
ly and wait (silly girl) she sat
tioned area contains copiers and
The
Campus
Climate there, partially paralyzed, for
stores A.V. equipment; and the Committee's report has many over 20 minutes. Yellow Cab
couches and TV make it a won- good ideas for how to overcome could be there sooner. What if
derful meeting space.
the difficulties that were brought this girl had a subsequent
I belong to two organiza- to light last year, but ultimately seizure? Does anyone know what
tions that use the lounge on a we have to remember that alco- emergency means anymore? Its
weekly basis. We have reserved hol can cause more harm than it definition includes the words
the room ahead of time, and can help in these types of situa- "sudden" and "urgent," neither
even then we can't always use it tions.
of which apply to waiting for 20

Campus Safety Necessary

Withholding Final Draft
Weakens Report's Impact

ances can do the most good by
being directed to the Board of
mendations, monitor new pro- Trustees. They will be serving as
grams and assess their effective- the catalysts for anything that
ness, provide a clearinghouse for will happen from here on out,
new ideas and proposals, and and they deserve attention.
serve as pool of advisors if spe- Ideally, every student and faculcific issues arise," a quite bur- ty member (and concerned residensome task, which the dent of Hartford) would write to
Campus Climate Committee the Trustees. Their names are
listed on www.trinreadily admits.
When it comes to coll.edu (just go to
When
it
the home page, click
comes to somesomething so sigon About Trinity at
thing so signifinificant, I want
the top and then
cant, I want my
my voice heard.
College Leadership),
voice
heard.
Those in decision- and you can send
Those in decisionyour message to
making positions
making positions
them
via
Scott
should consider
should consider
Reynolds,
Secretary
the opinions of
the opinions of
of the College. So, I
others,
even
guess
this is my call
others,
even
though they techto
action
for everynically don't have
though they techone.
to. The Campus
nically don't have
Ultimately,
it
C l i m a t e
to.
seems that bureauCommittee did a
wonderful job in that they cracy is inherently sluggish, but
the
Campus
Climate
shared their working draft with if
the community for commentary Committee's report must first
- since they represent me and be discussed, debated, and disthe matters which I consider sected by the Trustees before
worthy, I appreciate this gesture. getting the OK to move forward
It made me feel like I counted. with it all, I fear that the process
But now that the Campus will just stagnate when in fact
Climate Committee is almost expediency should be the aim.
practically hiding their revi- Furthermore, by not sharing the
sions, keeping them from every- final draft with students, faculty,
one but the Trustees, I almost and staff until much later, the
feel that they are failing me, and Campus Climate Committee
it's not OK. But I suppose that has created a sort of unwelcomcontinued from page 5

maybe now, since it's kind of
out of the Campus Climate
Committee's hands, my griev-

ing vibe, when clearly what is
most needed now is a friendly
atmosphere of cooperation.

minutes.
It's also an enjoyable experience once you actually get
inside the car. With the exception of a select few, most officers will growl or grunt at you
these magnificently formed
one-word questions, answers,
and commands. After all, no
one is getting paid to talk. The
other day a shuttle was sitting
outside of Ogilby and a friend
waved madly for it to stop as
she sprinted towards the car. As
soon as she opened the door,
just before taking a step into
the vehicle, she was greeted
with an abrasive, "Hurry up
already." If that's not something
you want to hear at 2 a.m., I
don't know what is. The friend
who was stuck outside of Austin
Arts forever and a half mentioned that she might have seen
a drug deal to the Campus
Safety officer. Unfazed, he
shrugged, "Everyone's gotta
make a living."
And so be it, I guess. No
one cares. I get it. I'm just
going to sit in my room at
night and travel by day because
walking around at night in
Hartford is just as safe as navigating the brimstone and fire
minefield that was Sodom and
Gomorrah.

Along the Wrong Walk
How much weight did you gain over Thanksgiving
Break?
"Not enough."
Deirdre Silcott
CLASS OF 2010

.. •

"Um, I don't know, how much does a baby
weigh?"
Nathan Sell
CLASS OF 2010
"I actually lost six pounds. I was sick."
Andrew Boynton
CLASS OF 2011

"I didn't go home for break, I stayed on campus, so
I didn't gain any weight."
DeAnna Hamilton
/ J CLASS OF 2010
r

i.;

ci

'Literally, like four pounds."

Alex Brooks
CLASS OF 2010

"I hope not any, but probably at least two •f«ff.*^If £
pounds. '&$$
Lindsey Cline 'ConnPIRG Campus Organizer -.
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Calendar of Events
Tuesday,
November

*"| ""f Wednesday,
^ L # November

4 p.m.
"Madness, Psychiatry,
and Brazilian
Republicanism 18891930"
Terrace Room B, Mather
Hall
9:30 p.m.
Banquet Service
Chapel

Sunday,
December

<%
Aa

5:15 p.m.
Vespers
Chapel

*\ €% Thursday,
*X* November

Q f t Saturday,
*3\3

12:15 p.m.
Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel

1:15 p.m.
"Sex (and Love) in Islam"
MCEC 232

12:40 p.m.
Muslim Prayers
South Summit, Room 100

7 p.m.
"From Tale to Opera:
Translating Pushkin's
'Queen of Spades' with
Tchaikovsky's Music"
Alumni Lounge, Mather
Hall

4 p.m.
CUGS Inaugural Lecture:
"Space and Place after the
Privatization of Chinese
Urban Housing"
70 Vernon Street

2:30 p.m.
Ongoing Open Modern
Dance Class
Trinity Commons •
Performance Lab, Room
152

Monday,
December

* J Tuesday,
^ December

7 p.m.
"An Evening with George
F. Will, Class of '62"
Cinestudio

6 p.m.
Episcopal Communion
Service
Chapel

* ] | C i Friday/
Jim ^ / November

8 p.m.
"Aiani, City of Macedonia"
McCook Auditorium

9 p.m.
Roman Catholic Mass
Chapel

M

Hr

December

*|

1

4 p.m.
World AIDS Day
Ceremony Sponsored
by the BRIDGE
Organization
Gallows Hill

Language Lunch Tables

All language lunch tables meet in Mather Dining Hall.
7 p.m.
Screening of "Who Killed
Monday:
French
12 p.m. -1 p.m.
The Electric Car?"
Russian
12 p.m. -1 p.m.
Sponsored by ConnPIRG's
Tuesday:
Arabic
12 p.m. -1 p.m.
Campus Climate Challenge
Wednesday.
Chinese
1 p.m. - 2 p.m.
McCook Auditorium
German
12:30 p.m. -1:30 p.m.
9:30 p.m.
Banquet Service
Chapel

Thursday:

Japanese
Hebrew
Italian
Spanish

12 p.m. -1:15 p.m.
12:40 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
12:15 p.m. -1:30 p.m.
12 p.m. -1 p.m.

For more calendar information, see: http://irrternet2.trincoll.edu/TCcalAvebcal.aspx.
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Community Service Spotlight
ByAnneBonfiglio'10
This week's Community Service Spotlight shines on
PRAXIS for their participation in the Great Pie Project
which took placte last week. This project is one of three
group projects thai PRAXIS organizes and takes part in.
The Great Pie Project serves to bring Thanksgiving treats
to five shelters and food pantries around the Hartford area
(50+ to each). This year's Pie Project began on the morning of Saturday, November 17. With donations from
Chartwells, PRAXIS baked over 400 fruit pies to bring to
these shelters. Pies were put together in assembly line fashion; everything except for the actual baking was done by
Trinity volunteers from both PRAXIS and Hillel. Sunday,
November 18 and Monday, November 19 were then delivery days, as volunteers from PRAXIS and Sigma Nu drove
the finished pies to their various destinations.
Molly Goodwin '09 played a major role as the main
organizer of the event. Goodwin said of the event, "All.
together it was a major success and I'm extremely proud of
all of our enthusiastic volunteers!"

ACROSS

DOWN

4. H€ SIGNS YOUR CH6CKS
6. TRINITY FOUNDCR
8. HARTFORD MAYOR
to. u m e CHICKEN

1. PRKX IS RIGHT FORMER HOST
2. TH6 HARTfORB ^ _ ^ _
3 . 'SOM€PUCei CALLHOMe11 DIRCSCKM.
5. H1N€ T»M€ WATJOHAL CHAMPS
7.BOWDOINHOM£
f, ON€ OF JIMMY'S DOCS
10. TRINITY'S "DIAMOND"
12. PROFESSORS PR€F€RR€D JACKET

13. N6SCAC IN NEW YORK
17 THE TAF BOW>€«S THIS STO€CT

is. srraeer BORDCRIMO HARTFQRD AND wesr
HARTFORD
2I.SGAPR€5ID€NT
23, Wm WALK ARCHFTeCT
25. MOST POPULAR MAJOR
2d. ATHLCTIC DmeCTOR
27. MIDDLCTOWH HIPPIES

15. CAMPO TRANSPORT
16, roiJTZSRPRiZeWINKING AUJM
19. TRIPOD CHfCF
20. NSW €NGLAND*S R»S(NO STAR
22, BASKGTBAUL PHILOSOPHeR

Green Tip of the Week:
Add the "Greenbook" application to your Facebook profile page.
Facebook servers and your computer use energy which puts carbon dioxide into the air.
Installing the "Greenbook" application generates money through sponsorship, which is
used to reduce harmful emissions. For the month of November, The Experience Project is
sponsoring "Greenbook" for 43,935 pounds of carbon offsets. According to
Greenbook's application web-site, the money is used to buy forward strips on Solar
Renewable Energy Credits (SREC) from Sun Run Generation LLC.

These are just some of the pies that PRAXIS baked with the
help of donations from Chartwells. The entire communityservice-based group, as well as other volunteers, participated.
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Bus Terminal Has History of Violence Journalist George Will '62
to Give Lecture at Trinity
ByJOETARZI'08
TRIPOD STAFF

At about 2:25 a.m. on
Sunday, Nov. 18, according to
The Hartford Courant, a man
was shot in the vicinity of
Hoadley Place and Church Street
in Downtown Hartford. The
man, identified by the Hartford
Police Department (HPD) as 33
year-old Anthony Mickens,
received a non-fatal shot to the
chest after allegedly leaving
Papa's Pizza on Union Place.
Although the crime scene has
not been specifically pinpointed
by police, the intersection of
Hoadley Place and Church Street
is less than 700 feet from the terminal for Trinity College's
Bantam Bus Downtown Shuttle,
which stops at Union Place and
Asylum Street from 8 p.m. to 2
p.m. on Thursday nights.
Papa's Pizza, which is open 24
hours on weekends, has been the
site of several other violent
crimes in the past including a
triple-stabbing last month, a nonfatal shooting last December, and
a shooting inside the restaurant
on Christmas Eve in 2005 that
left a man and woman dead. The
pizzeria is located in the heart of
Hartford's bar district across the
street from the train station - it
is one of the few restaurants
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Bantarn Bus Terminal

Google Maps
Downtown location of the Bantam Bus terminal in relation to areas of violence.

Downtown that remains open 24
hours. Several posters at the
Hartford section of urbanplanet.org, a Web forum frequented
by concerned citizens, has called
for the pizzeria to be closed. One
poster stated that Papa's and
places like it "attract a crowd of
undesirables after the bars close
with many people just loitering
and hanging out. In the last 10
years, there have been countless
shootings and stabbings at or
outside this place."

When asked if increasing violent crime in the Union Place
area would cause Trinity to
reevaluate the existence of the
fledgling shuttle, Dean of
Students Frederick Alford replied
"If we determined that there was
an ongoing risk or if students
misbehaved in ways that endangered individuals or brought
embarrassment to the College,
we would take whatever measures
see DOWNTOWN

on page 8

Global Requirement is Being Prepared
By ANGELA COLONTONIO '11

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
A global requirement is being
prepared for implementation next
year, along with new writing intensive and language requirements.
The global requirement "[is] still in
the planning stages," according to
Associate Professor of Theater and
Dance Lesley Farlow, a co-chair of
the curriculum committee. All
three new requirements will affect
the Class of 2012 and beyond.
Farlow explained that in March
2007 faculty promoted a Hartford
and
Global
Engagement
Requirement that would necessitate that all students enroll in an
approved course, internship, or
independent study that involves
them with educational resources
or partnerships within the greater
Hartford region, as well as an
approved course that addresses
and reexamines global issues or
studies and illuminates global institutions and phenomena.
This version was brought to a
faculty discussion and vote along
with the other proposals. The
lengthy document explaining the
new changes is not currently available online; however, Associate
Academic Dean J. Ronald Spencer
has explained that the urban component of the requirement was
rejected last spring and that only
the global requirement remains.
As it stands now the requirement
will necessitate that students register for a course that the General
Education Council has decided is
in some sense "global" in its sub-

ject matter. A council is now being
elected by the faculty that will formulate the criteria which will designate certain courses as satisfactorily "global" in scope.
The requirement is still in its
initial stages as Dean arid Director
of the Center for Urban and
Global Studies Xiangming Chen is
currently gathering information
from various committees and faculty members in an effort to continue to develop this proposition.
Significant preparation to implement the language and writing
requirements has been done, yet
"nothing has been finalized,"
according to Farlow.
If internships are approved as
an option for completing the
Global requirement, as initially
anticipated, the Office of Career
Services is prepared to help place
students in internships. It currently advises students on resumes for
academic internships in Hartford
and offer summer options as well.
"If our resources do not include a
specific area in which a student is
interested, we will do our best to
Tbelp in identifying an opportunity," said Director of Career
Services Lanna Hagge.
Though some students may
feel that with the new requirements, future Trinity students will
be too burdened by necessary
courses, other students see the
potential benefits of the requirements, "In a way these requirements are beneficial," said Michael
Lee '10, "because they offer a more
worldly perspective and encourage
students to be more cultured." He

ByBILLCOSGROVE'08
TRIPOD STAFF
One of Trinity's most
famous alums will be on campus
next Monday to meet with some
of his old classmates and give a
lecture, to the Trinity community. George Will, a member of the
class of 1962, is a Pulitzer Prize
winning columnist who writes
for The Washington Post and
Newsweek,
Will, who served as Editor-inChief of the Tripod during his
time at Trinity, will be hosted by
his friends and fellow alums Jack
Chatfield '65 and J. Ronald
Spencer '64. Chatfield is an associate professor in the History
department and Spencer serves
as an Associate Academic Dean
at the College. Will also plans
on visiting Chatfield's first-year
seminar, "America Ascendant,
1941-1963."
A round table discussion
between Will and student leaders
from
the
Student
Government Association, the
Tripod, and the history and
political science departments
will take place Monday, Dec. 3
in the afternoon in the Smith
House.
Will plans to deliver, a lecture
open to the entire campus community in Cinestudio at 7 p.m.
According to Peter Burns, a
member of the College's
Advancement team, Will's lecture is untitled but will likely
focus on "current political
issues, elections, and conserva-

tive perspectives."
Will's last visit to Trinity was
in 1999. He received an honorary degree from the College in
1979.
Will was born in Champaign,
Illinois, and after graduating
from Trinity he attended Oxford
University and earned a Ph.D.
from Princeton University. He
has been writing a syndicated

column for The Washington
Post since 1974, and contributing to Newsweek since 1976. In
1977, Will was awarded a Pulitzer
Prize for commentary. In addition to his work as a print journalist, Will is a contributing analyst on ABC Television's "This
Week" on Sunday mornings.
Among his other awards,
Will was named "Best Writer,
Any Subject" in 1985 by the
Washington Journalism Review,
and was named one of the 25
most influential Washington
journalists by the National
Journal in 1997.
• Will's columns have been
published in seven collections.
He has also published three
books on political theory and
taught political philosophy at
Michigan State University the
University of Toronto, and
WiulsKnown to be a devoted baseball fan, and he has written two bestselling books on the
sport: Men at Work: The Craft
of Baseball, and Bunts: Curt
Flood, Camden Yards, Pete Rose
and Other Reflections on
Baseball.

added that, having grown up learning Chinese, Japanese, and
Spanish, learning about and experiencing other cultures will benefit
students.
Dean Spencer stated that it will
be far from impossible for future
students to complete these requirements. He pointed out that the
requirements do not mean that
students will need to take extra
classes. He noted' that, "the first
half of the writing intensive
proactive , and helpful"; and
By LIZZIE BROWN'09
requirement [...] will [be satisfied]
TRIPOD STAFF
believes the incident to have.
by means of their first year semibeen "isolated" and "handled
nar, [and] will not necessitate takTrinity College's Peter B's correctly."
ing an additional course. likewise, Cafe was burglarized following
Peter B's Cafe - employee
the second half of the writing its closing at approximately 12 Jackie O'Boyle '09 disagreed
intensive requirement will be satis- a.m. on Tuesday, Nov. 13. somewhat as to the effectiveness
fled by means of a course students According to Peter B's Cafe of Campus Safety's, role:
take in their major." In the same employees, one week's earnings "Campus Safety is supposed to
way, the global requirement will in cash (an amount significantly come to the Cafe while we close
"not increase the number of cours- greater than 1,000 dollars), was to ensure our safety. Throughout
es students must take." Another stolen, except for the one dollar the semester, I've only witnessed
new requirement makes first year bills and change which, altogeth- this a handful of times. In addiseminars mandatory.
er, amounted to approximately tion, upon calling Campus
According to Dean Spencer, 100 dollars. While Peter B's Cafe Safety, I have waited for over half
"The counting of one course suffered a minor burglary earlier an hour on at least two occatoward several requirements is per- this semester, the more recent sions, wanting a ride across cammitted. Thus, to take one example, burglary proved the more severe pus after finishing work late at
a student might satisfy his/her of the two as a greater amount of night."
social science requirement with a cash was stolen.
On the night of the incident,
course that also meets the global
According to Peter B's Cafe the burglar is supposed to have
requirement."
owner Newton Brainard, immedi- used a crowbar or similar device
The ultimate goal of these ately following the incident, "We to break into Peter B's Cafe and,
requirements is to enrich Trinity reported the incident to Campus while unknown, is suspected to
students' academic experience and Safety and opened the Cafe for be a member of the Trinity
prepare them to become successful business as usual [,..] We are now College community because of
individuals in the real world. working with the Administration his visible knowledge as to the
Whether these requirements can on some improvements that two locations where cash is
support this idea without placing should solve the problem." He housed at Peter B's Cafe.
an unnecessary burden on stu- emphasized . that both the
Peter B's Cafe employee
Safety
and the
dents' workload remains to be Campus
Administration have been, "very
seen.
see PETER on page 9

More Than $1,000 Stolen
From Student-Run Caf6
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Downtown Shooting Provokes
Concerns for Trinity's Students

Campus Safety
Report
November 21
At 2:01 p.m. Campus Safety officers were called to Anadama due
to a fire alarm. Upon arriving on
the scene, the officers discovered
the room's residents cooking
chicken, which had set off the
smoke detector. The officers
reset the smoke detector before
leaving.

November 23
At 7:09 p.m. a fire alarm went off
in Anadama. Campus Safety officers were dispatched to the scene
and discovered that a smoke
detector in one of the Anadama
kitchens had set off the alarm.
The officers discovered that students were cooking steak in their
room, which had set off the
smoke detector. The officers
reset the smoke detector and
then departed.

November 22
At 2:30 a.m. a fire alarm was set
off in Stowe. Campus Safety officers were called to the scene.
When the officers arrived, they
discovered that the residents of
the room were not present. The
smoke detector in the back room
was going off, however there
appeared to be no reason for the
smoke detector to have gone off.
The officers reset the smoke
detector before leaving.

November 25
At 1:55 p.m. Campus Safety was
called to the Jackson dormitory
because a fire alarm was going
off. When they arrived at the
room that had caused the fire
alarm, the officers found that students were cooking pizza in their
room and had thus set off the
smoke detector.

At 5:57 a.m. Campus Safety officers
were called to Wheaton because a
fire alarm was going off. After
investigating to determine why the
smoke detector went off, the officers determined that there was no
reason for the smoke detector to
have gone off. Campus Safety officers reset the smoke detector
before departing.

At 6:30 p.m. a fire alarm went off
in the Jackson dormitory.
Campus Safety officers found
that a student had been smoking
a cigarette in their room. As a
result, the smoke detector had
been set off, thus setting off the
fire alarm. Campus Safety
Officers reset the smoke detector
before leaving.

run.
Andrew Pedro '08, president of the
were required to fix the situation." SGA, stated "I think that we need a more
President James F.Jones, Jr. expressed con- significant police presence throughout all
cern about the shooting but confirmed of Hartford, and I think that is the chalthat he believed the shuttle to be good lenge the Police Department faces."
and necessary because it
Despite this, he went on, "I
"provides easy transportawant to emphasize that
"I want to emphasize
tion for our students
when living in a city, we
that when living in a.
when the bus service is
have to understand that
uneven and sometimes
city, we have to.under- our safety cannot be guartaxis take a very long
anteed. Yet, we cannot let
stand that our safety
time to come once called.
fear prevent us from going
cannot be guaranteed.
Additionally, shuttle servout to dinner or grabbing a
ice to and from campus
Yet, we cannot let fear
drink with our friends. It is
on some sort of regular
that kind of fear that has
prevent us from going
schedule removes the
created the disconnect
out to dinner or grabpossibility that some stubetween our College and
dent(s) may go to a
bing a drink with our
the City [...]."
downtown bar, become
Nancy Mulroy, the
friends. It is this kind
intoxicated, and get
public information officer
of fear that has created with the HPD, stated that
behind the wheel of a
car."
the disconnect between the police have a special
Although the shuttle
Downtown detail that
the College and the
does not operate after 2
patrols on a beat and in
City."
a.m., that does not prepatrol cars. She noted that
clude students from using
the police continue to
the shuttle and taking a
work with bar and club
-SGA President Andrew
taxi after it stops operatowners to alleviate vioPedro '08
ing.
lence, especially at closing
time.
Additionally, while
the shuttle, as of yet, only operates on
Mulroy reminded Trinity students that
Thursdays, many in the student body and the police "encourage students to enjoy
the Student Government see this semester the downtown entertainment venues; howas an experiment to prove the shuttle's ever, they should always be aware of their
effectiveness for a weekend run. surroundings and personal safety."
According to members of the SGA, Additionally, she noted that "the safety of
numerous students have praised the shut- Trinity students is of paramount importle but asked for a Friday and Satuiday tance to the department."

College Works to Put: uupEnecf'
Reaccredidation Team Proposals
going and effective system of evaluation
for all that we do, but especially for the
of Trinity, as well as its weaknesses, academic program."
He admitted that Trinity may have to
According to Russo, the self-study
become
better at defining the "learning
enabled these issues to be presented in "a
expectations" for its students, as well as
coherent, consolidated form."
The issues addressed by the visiting how the curriculum is related to these
team were, in fact, many of the same goals and how well the College is at assistissues addressed by.the steering commit- ing students in ultimately achieving these
expectations. Improving'
tee in its self-study. The
these areas of evaluation
introduction of the
"Though the Team
is important for the
report written by the visbelieves
there
is
a
lot
of
College and its ability
iting team states that
to meet its mission, but,
"Though the Team
work to be done [...] we
as Smith pointed out,
believes there is a lot of
also believe that the cor"it is also being increaswork to be done, beginner
has been turned, and
ingly demanded of us
ning with the need to
by prospective students,
convey more often and
the institution is clearly
parents, the public, the
in a consistent way to
headed in the right direcmedia, and government
the Trinity Community
tion."
officials, many of whom
the depth of the finanare
all too eager to tell
cial and related structurus how we should do
al issues the institution
-Reaccredidation
the evaluation."
faces, we also believe
Committee Report
that the corner has been
Trinity will face reacturned, and the institucreditation again in
tion is clearly headed in
2017. Before then, the
the right direction."
College must submit an
The visiting team applauded President interim report addressing the issues that
James F. Jones, Jr. and his staff for NEASC was most concerned about.
addressing the financial challenges, as well According to Russo, these are "the very
as the steering community for focusing same issues that the College has been
on these issues in their study. Dean of working to improve," such as financial
Students Frederick Alford confirmed that stability and integrated planning and
"we will do all we can to heed the advice budgeting.
offered in the report."
Therefore, the necessity of giving an
Smith acknowledged the challenging interim report to NEASC will assist in
standards of NEASC for all colleges and keeping Trinity on the right track. All
universities, and said that the process members of the College, including stu"highlighted for us the fact that we have dents, are encouraged to read the selfmuch more to do in developing an on- study and reaccreditation reports.
continued from page 1

continued from page 7

Mather Hall Construction
Receives Construction Award
The team that worked on the Mather Hall project will receive an
award for the building's construction on Jan. 24, 2008 at the Aqua
Turf in Southington, CT. The Associated Builders and Contractors
of CT, Inc. will award the project the "Excellence in Construction"
award.
Director of Facilities Sally Katz expressed her excitement over this
award, citing the fact that this will be the second award Trinity will
receive this year. "The hockey rink won earlier this year for excellence in architecture for athletic venues," Katz said. President James
F. Jones, Jr. also expressed his enthusiasm over the award, calling
Trinity's recent success in construction "just splendid."

Trinity's Early Reese Named
Hartford CFO of the Year
Vice President for Finance and Treasurer Early Reese was recently declared one of the winners of the Hartford Business Journal's
"CFO of the Year Award Program."
According to the Hartford Business Journal's Web site, "The Chief
Financial Officer is often an unrecognized individual who is key to
the success of companies today. In that light, the CFO of the Year
Award Program will serve to honor these financial professionals in
the Greater Hartford region for outstanding performance in their
roles as corporate financial stewards. This awards program will provide many benefits to the region's business community by celebrating the growing importance of its financial executives and the companies they serve [...] Each recipient will be honored at a ceremony
to be held in Nov. 2007, and will be profiled in a special supplement
to the Hartford Business Journal."
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Mold andMice In Trinity Dormitories Peter B's Increases Security
continued Bom page 1

Monday for extermination.
When the exterminator hired
Uncomfortable with the idea of by the school arrived on the foland is not what we have in "sitting at your desk while a lowing Tuesday afternoon, he
Wheaton," said Misbach.
mouse runs under your legs or told the residents that the mice
Students who live in the trying to sleep at night when "are not like people who want to
Cook dormitory are facing simi- you lost one under your bed get outside, they will stay put in
lar facilities problems. As tem- somewhere," students bought a warm place once they find it."
peratures drop, students are their own traps, something they He placed sticky traps around
reporting the presence of mice felt as though they should not the rooms and hallways. These
in increasing numbers. Erica have had to do.
traps cause mice to get stuck,
Smith '08, the Senior Resident
Smith said, "It was irrespon- but
do not kill them.
Assistant of the dorm, remem- sible on Facilities behalf to Eventually, he told students,
bers one Saturday afternoon ignore the problem until after mice will die of exhaustion from
when, within four hours, every the weekend. Again, it wasn't trying to escape. He also sugroom on the fourth floor just one mouse." Furthering gested that students "hit it" so
reported having had at least two their frustrations is their beliefs the mouse dies quicker. In
mice.
that no staff member would response to this, Smith noted
have
been told to "just wait it that "many of the girls on my
Upon calling Facilities, stufloor can attest to the awful
dents were told to wait until out."
sound of mice screaming high
'••
pitched
shrills when they get
">,•• •
stuck. And you can trust me,
we've heard them scream."
It is speculated that the
increase in mice in Cook is due
to the construction of Seabury
v- '
• 1' •
and Jarvis. Last Spring, mice
were
not a problem in Jarvis
I
-••
until the warm weather hit
.
-•
I
around spring time.
1
, t
Given that it's been a warm
November thus far, it is expect•!
ed that the mice population will
only increase from here. With
minimal help from the school,
Smith recalled the exterminator's advice. "He suggested that
an evaluation be done on the
building, but because of its size,
containing the mice would be
difficult.
So basically we've
been told to deal with it," she
Jordyn Sims
said.
The ceiling of the showers in the first floor of Wheaton is ridden with non-toxic mold.
1

1
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The Gavel: SGA This Week
Budget Committee
The deadline for requesting funds from the
Student Government Association has passed.
Multi-Cultural Affairs Committee
At their last meeting, MAC is working to evolve
its role in the SGA and is now. working to ensure
that their voices are considered in the senate. They
plan to do so through a response sheet.with opinions of MAC members. MAC is also working to put
together a field day in the spring with activities for
middle schoolers organized by cultural organiza
tions on campus.
Student Life
The committee is working to get ping pong tables
and is planning to have a resolution to fund
them at the SGA Senate meeting on Dec. 2.
Campus Infrastructure
At the SGA Senate meeting on Dec. 2, the committee plans to present a resolution to provide for
Z
I P
cars next semester.
Academic Affairs
The committee had a productive meeting with
the library director and is working towards increasing library hours to last until 3 a.m. three nights a
week, making all of Level A work space.
Elections and Recruitment Committee
The committee plans to have data from their campus-wide survey next semester. Jason Davis '08 was
elected to sit on the Information Technology
Committee.
Diversity
Members of the committee have been speaking
with Chartwells regarding the possibility of putting
a campus pub in the Cave.

Following Recent Break-in
students are always around.
Anyone who watched one of us
Monica Chung '09 commented, close could very easily see exact"I think that it is pretty sketch ly where the money goes at the
that whoever stole the money end of the day."
really did know their way around
In response to the burglary, a
Peter B's. It's just extremely odd camera is being installed in Peter
that they knew exactly the two B's Cafe.. Employee Ashley
locations of where our money is Swiggett '09 stated, "Other than
kept. The odds of knowing the [installing a camera], there is
places we could keep the money nothing more to do short of
are very slim because there are closing the entire library,"
over a dozen cabinets or places affirming that she believes that
we could keep the money. So, it all necessary measures are being
makes me think that the person taken.
was very familiar with the setting
Chung countered, "I actually
or was often around when did see a man install a camera,
employees were closing."
but I'm not sure if it works, if it
O'Boyle elaborated, "There has been turned on, or even who
are about 11 locked cabinets at is allowed to view the tapes. I
Peter B's, of which only two con- don't even know what else can be
tained money that night. done because, as a student, I just
Whoever robbed Peter B's only felt comfortable in the environbroke into those two cabinets, ment and trusted the communiindicating they knew where to ty. However, after the incident I
go. It makes me uncomfortable am just disappointed in whoever
to think that someone could made that poor decision to break
have been watching me close the in, which then made me, and
others, feel less safe and comfortsafe."
Peter B's Cafe employee able in the environment."
Rachel Goodman '09 continued,
While the Nov. 13 burglary
"Peter B's, as a business, is inte- was certainly disconcerting and
grated into the campus. That's unfortunate considering the
part of why I think the Cafe's earnings lost, Peter B's Cafe aims
presence is so valued on campus to make a successful recovery
(as demonstrated by the over- while further employing addiwhelming support our petition tional safety measures. In the
to remain open received last coming months the effectiveness
year). Even when we're closed, of these measures will be tested.
continued Bom page 7

Admkiistratidii Works to Add Sections
continued Bom page 1

exists, "leftover [spaces]" following senior registration are availmajor [...] How can they explore able for underclassmen.
if they are unable to take the
Professor Power recommendclasses that pique their inter- ed "identifying] foundational
ests?"
courses" and giving first and secAssociate
Professor
of ond-year students priority access
Theater and Dance Katharine to them. This will allow these
Power voiced the same concern. students to gain exposure to
The night before first-year stu- introductory courses that they
dents registered,
may be interested
she
consulted
in pursuing as
"A number of seats in
the online regismajors and will
tration program
provide
them
particularly popular
and was appalled
with
greater
flexcourses [should] be
to see "not one
ibility in course
saved for students [who registration when
[remaining] spot
in creative writthey are upperneed] to complete
ing.
They are
classmen.
them for their majors.
closed out of
Even if stu[Department Chairs]
these
courses
dents
declare
when it is a key
should assume the
their major, there
time" for firstresponsibility of identi- is no guarantee
year students in
that they will get
fying those [foundadeveloping their
into the classes
interests. With
tional] classes and pri- they need to
seniors given prithe
oritizing them for their complete
ority to foundamajor
require• majors."
tional courses,
ments.
first and secondStudent
year students are
Government
SGA
President
not
allowed
Association
Andrew Pedro '08
access to them,
President
causing
many
Andrew Pedro
freshmen to have to wait until '08 also recommended "that a
the first semester of sophomore number of seats in particularly
year to gain entrance into them. popular courses be saved for stuPower lamented that some first- dents needing to complete them
year students wait an entire year for their majors." Along those
in order to register for classes in same lines, Pedro suggested that
subjects they are interested in department
chairs
"should
pursuing, subjects that they may assume the responsibility of
eventually pursue as a major. As identifying those [foundational]
the registration system currently classes and prioritizing them for

their majors," providing
departmental consistency in
course registration.
Professor Power also suggested adding additional sections to
introductory courses. While
some professors allow students
to • enter their classes after their
quotas have been reached, the
physical sizes of many classrooms limits the possibility of
adding more students. Currently,
Professor Power explained, there
is "no policy for reserving spots
for freshmen," resulting in an
"ad hoc" system based on individual professors' practices.
When Dean Fraden sent the
advising week e-mail to the student body on Nov. 9, she also
sent one to faculty members,
one which Professor Power characterized as a "thorough, honest
statement" about the issue that
"seems to be taken seriously and
addressed,"
echoing
Dean
Fraden's commitment included
in her e-mail to the student
body.
Dean Fraden has promised to
"gather up College resources
and, with the help of the faculty
[...], meet [student's] academic
needs for next semester and for
as many semesters as [they] are
enrolled at Trinity College." The
administration has identified the
problem and is working carefully, monitoring both student and
faculty concerns, to ease course
registration by adding 30 new
class sections across academic
deparments.
Add-drop for
Spring 2008 begins on Dec. 3.
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Enchanted Runs
Away with Box
Office Honors

Around the World with theTrinity Dance Dept.
'Converging Rhythms3 features students and faculty in multicultural performance

By KATY NOLIN '08
TRIPOD STAFF

S

ome might be embarrassed to review
a film of this, well, nature, but I can
unabashedly say that I have been
looking forward to Enchanted for
months now. A diehard Disney fan since
my terrible twos and threes, the latest
Disney flick - which features a cross
between live action and old-school animation - seemed like it would be an enjoyable and super-successful blockbuster.
And it sure was. The film soared to
the top of the box office over the
Thanksgiving holiday, making $50.5 million since its opening on Wednesday.
Starring Amy Adams as Giselle - a
princess in the making - and Patrick
Dempsey as the sensible New York City
lawyer who takes her in, the film's message is one of individualism and girl
power, a guaranteed hit in today's marketing world.
The film opens with an animated
(that's actual 2D hand-drawn animation
for all you Disney Pixar fans) shot of a
storybook on a flower-covered podium.
The book opens and we are treated to
glimpses of the story we are about to see,
naffftMTly^rte^wcTridefful Julie' Andrews
(of The Sound of Music fame). A
panoramic shot through a fairy tale forest
follows, and the camera settles on a
quaint cottage where Giselle, our heroine,
is singing a song about "True Love's Kiss"
to her forest friends. The song hits every
cliche in the Disney book, especially
when Prince Edward 0ames Marsden)
joins in on the song, discovering the
beautiful Giselle, instantly falling in love
with her.
see DISNETS on page 13
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By LAUREN TURUK '09 • TRIPOD STAFF

Last week, I went around the world in like the branches of a bonsai. The control
80 days. Actually, it was just two hours and and balance that each dancer had was
I never left my seat. But in those two hours breathtaking, particularly the muscle
I was introduced to China, Chile, India, coordination of Montalvo when he
Ukraine, Africa, and Korea, in the form of would balance on his hands in a break
dance, at the Converging Rhythms, annual dancing pose and Chang when she would
fall concert ori Nov. 15 and 16. It was a bend her body and lift her leg so elegantfabulous journey and made up for the fact ly that it appeared as if she didn't have
that I will remain in the U.S. over winter any bones.
Another piece that showed aspects of
break.
Of all of the destinations, I was most Asia was Manhong Kang's "Through
excited for China. There's just nothing That." Kang is trained in Korean traditionlike it. I've studied pictures of the beauti- al, ritual, and mask dance and was a faculful landscapes, being particularly fascinat- ty member at Trinity. Kang began his
ed with the amazing waterfalls, intricate dance behind a screen. The only other item
bonsai trees, and ancient koi ponds. But on stage was a woman sitting in a chair.
never have I actually seen these things in After a long silence the woman began whistheir natural environment. However, pering. The way she whispered was soft and
Visiting Lecturer in Theater and Dance slow, drawing: out certain letters (a lot like
Lorelei Chang brought these three ele- parseltongue in the Harry Potter series). At
ments to life in her piece "Sacred first it was difficult for me to consider this
Garden." My favorite part of her dance a dance, for the most movement occurred
was Chang's interpretation of a bonsai. when Kang stood up, dropped the screen,
Chang partnered with John Montalvo '11 and took slow steps in place. There was
to create a visually spectacular duet. nothing dramatic about the piece at all.
Their dance was very acrobatic. They But then I contemplated the theme of the
twisted their bodies into strange shapes, dance show, "choreographies across the

Third Eye Blind
Concert Rocks
the Webster
By NIKKIDUBOWITZ '09

,

14
Book Review
Stephen
Chbosky's
young adult
• favorite
revisited

Erin Caner

Visiting Lecturer Lorelei Chang's "Sacred Gardens" was one of the dances featured in the dance showcase spotlighting different cultures around the world.

Television
What to
expect on
this week's
must-watch
shows

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Friday, Nov. 16, Third Eye Blind
put on an incredible performance for the =
second year in a row at the Webster
Theater. Also for.a second time, the show
sold out, so the small venue was especially
cozy and packed from wall to wall with
devoted fans. For an idea of how devoted
we all were, we must backtrack to before
we got inside.
With the doors supposed to be opening at 6 p.m. and the show starting at 8
p.m., many came early in hopes to get as
close as possible to the stage. Thinking we

cultures of dance," and saw Kang's performance in a new light. His dance (which
now I do consider a dance) was a test of
patience. It represented a pace of life far
different than the rapid American lifestyle
we are used tov. Jfhis .dance taught me the
most about another culture, something I
probably wouldn't have even learned had I
visited Korea myself. It was a beautiful
addition to the dance concert and truly
embodied the show's theme.
"The Center is in Me" by Yong mi
Olsen was very similar to Kang's piece in
that it was not a stereotypical dance.
Chang performed this piece and I was
very surprised when Chang remained fairly calm throughout. Chang has amazing
extension and flexibility, but none of
that was used. Her movements were
smooth and peaceful. The dance itself
did not stand out very much to me, but
the history of it did. Olsen is an inmate
at York Correctional Institution and is
serving a 36-year sentence, but remains
• active and is part of a dance group in the
see DIVERSE on page 12
could get right in when we arrived, my
group and many others opted to leave our
coats back at home to avoid holding them
throughout the concert. But of course, in
the unpredictable business that is show
business, the lines must have gotten
crossed somewhere and once we got there
we were informed that the doors would
remain closed until 8 p.m. Hundreds were
waiting outside in the bitter cold for the
whole two hours, with only warm thoughts
of Stephan Jenkins to sustain them (or
maybe that was just me). Entertainment
was provided by a few who evidently went
a little too far with the pregaming, and
comfort was taken in knowing at least we
were warmer than the high school girls
who decided sequined tank tops and flipflops were appropriate attire for the occasion.
Time passed slowly and when the
doors opened shortly after 8 p.m., the line
eagerly bustled forward. Once inside and
see JENKINS on page 15
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Diverse Choreography Styles Highlighted in Cultural Production
continued Bom page 11
prison. Olsen, originally
from Korea, choreographed
the piece and worked with
Chang for this performance.
Her piece was a self-exploration and very personal
and I'm glad I got to see it.
Visiting Lecturer in
Theater and Dance Rachna
Agrawal's piece, "Don't Let
the Earth Spin Without
Me," also hailed from Asia,
but more specifically from
the contemporary Kathak
style of India. Her sharp
wrist movements and aggressive stomping was not only
visually- breathtaking, but
produced amazing sounds
as well. Agrawal wore bells
around her ankles that
chimed
whenever
she
stomped her feet. And her
feet made sounds I didn't
know were possible, they
sounded hollow. The most
exciting part of her dance
was when she spun around
the stage and her skirt took
on a life of its -own. It
flowed around her body as
elegantly as she did afound
the stage. What a treat it was
for the audience, for the
crowd erupted in applause
after this impressive performance.
Moving west to Ukraine,
Judy Dworin in collaboration
with the Judy Dworin
Performance Ensemble- cte&ted a piece, "When the Rains
Came," based on the aftermath of Chernobyl, a nuclear
power plant disaster that highly contaminated large areas of
Europe and eastern North
America. The dance incorporated umbrellas, which added
a dramatic effect. The dancers
would open and close them
rapidly and even built a fort
with them near the end. Two
of the dancers wore white and
praHeed around the stage like
children. The other four
dancers worse all black and
their racial expressions were
somber. Even when the spot-

•'1

.:

••

i
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light was on the two dancers jumps and movements on the showed the interactions
in white, I found it hard to
floor. But all though the two between eight young girls, all
tear my gaze from the four in
seemed contradictory at first, Trinity students. It was truly
black. They were powerful
they worked together nicely a delight to watch. The girls
and intense in every move- in the end.
would be yelling at each
ment. I've seen the Judy
The next two dances other one moment then napDworin
Performance which I will discuss did not ping on each other's shoulEnsemble perform many dif- seem to involve any country ders the next. At times there
in particular, but they had was chaos, and at others
ferent times in many different
one common element: Lisa there was perfect synchrovenues, and I have to admit
that this is possibly my Niedermeyer, a true gem to nization. It was exactly how
favorite piece. The execution Trinity's art world. Her a young child would be
was hauntingj like th-e, s^orj it dances have spunk, to say the expected to act. But it takes
least." I'll start with "One a great dancer to dance badly
told.
And now let's travel across Traveling Musician Sits on (or to fake it at Jeast). The
the Platform Waiting for the dancing wasn't sloppy, but
the ocean and into the
as
Evening was a sort of organized
Americas, South America that Train
is. In Chile. Daniela Perez, a Approaches," and that was chaos. Speaking of chaos ...
member of the Judy Dworin exactly what the dance was those
outfits!
Colorful
Performance Ensemble, craft- about. Niedermeyer played striped socks matched (or
ed a short and simple dance the traveler and Reba Mehan • clashed) with bubble dresses
titled "Mi Chile!" Perez was the stranger. The two in shades of orange and pink
entered the stage with a suit- played off each other in a then topped off with black
case, probably representation- comical way. The piece boots. The costumes, music,
al of a journey from Chile to
seemed more like a skit than moves, and dancers were
America. It was interesting to
a, dance, but it was entertain- spectacular. I don't want to
watch how shepaired her sim- ing to watch and ended way mention any dancers in parple and gracSRitrrioves with a
too quickly.
ticular because without each
more striking musical accom- '•:': NiedermeyerV
other and every one of them, the
paniment. She glided around
piece was the spotlight of the dance would not have been
the stage incorporating a few 'entire concert. "Sister Suite" as successful as it was. So I

applaud you all!
The final number that I
would like to mention actually came at the beginning of
Thursday night's performance and was not a dance. It
was an energetic medley of
drums in celebration of
Cheryl L Smith, the honorary guest of the evening.
Smith was awarded the 2007
Dance Pioneer Award for her
efforts (and success) in bringing "African
dance to
Hartford, Smith is also
Associate Director and cofounder of the Artists
Collective among many
other impressive roles in the
dance community.
Converging
Rhythms
truly embodied its theme of
celebrating "choreographies
across the cultures of dance."
The talent that surrounds
Trinity is amazing, and I'm
glad that I did not have to
travel half way across the
world to China, Chile, India,
Ukraine, Africa, or Korea to
experience it

All photos Erin Caner

Clockwise from
top left:
Trinity Students
perform in Lisa
Niedermeyer's
"Sister Suite," the
spotlight of the
evening.

Lorelei Chang's
Asian-inspired
"Sacred Gardens"
channels waterfalls, koi ponds,
and intricate
bonsai trees

Rachna Agrawal's
Indian KathakStyle dance stuns
audience members.

FlYC-based Graysoh Sanders Band Performs at Underground Cafe
. .ByTIARENAKATAe09
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Although opening two hours
later than advertised on Thursday,
Nov. 16, the innovative Grayson
Sanders Band knew what they
were doing. 10 p.m. seemed to be
the witching hour, and the crowd
grew largest then, with about 20
people total. The stage was lit
with a single string of Christmas
lights, flashing in the corner, giving the Underground cafe a new
vibe. The coffee house is a small
venue about the size of a double
in Clemens Dormitory, and thus
the gathering was smaller than
any turnout for a hip hop show
hosted on campus. . New Yorkbased Grayson Sanders Band are
graduates of the Jazz Program at
New York University, and the
band features Dan Tirer on guitar, Alex Beckmann on drums,
Jay Goodman on bass, and
Grayson Sanders on keyboard

and as lead singer.

.'•;••..•-•

Sanders was a friendly and
engaging front man. He built a
small musical device from a small
radio that created warped techno
sounds which he used in the performance to connect with the
audience. He was very personable,
probably making it difficult for
some to leave around 10:45 p.m.
when Grayson asked a few students
going back to their room to stay.
Goodman was technically savvy,
on his bass.
There was a spontaneous energy among the band members,
exemplified in the show as Sanders
beat a drum with such enthusiasm
during a duet with the drummer
Beckmann that it tumbled over —
yet maybe it was intended — as he
continued to hammer out the beat
as his drum rolled on the floor.
Each song seemed well rehearsed
and not made of impromptu solos.
This band was meant to be experienced live, and their energy and

performance perhaps wouldn't
come across as well on any of their
recorded music.
The effect of the acoustics in
the Underground that night was
much like being in a wind tunnel
of sound as notes floated off the
walls and the smart sensitive lyrics
of the Grayson Sanders Band reverberated in the tight space. The
band seemed strongly influenced
by the music of the band Death
Gab for Cutie, matching their
uncanny ability to mimic those
catchy melodies.
The band handed out free CDs
of their earlier EP, a sound which
perhaps no longer represents the
direction in' which they're heading
and the songs from their current
concert.
It's regrettable that more people did not show up; much like the
fall concert Trinity hosts every
year, one would assume a much
larger turn out. Grayson Sanders
Band played an amazing set.

myspace.com/graysonsanders
The band consists of Sanders, Tirer, Beclcmann, and bassist Jay Goodman (above).
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Disney's Latest a Magical, Modern Hit!Daddy Exudes Evocative
Imagery, Mature Script
continued from page 11

Just as Giselle and Edward
are about to have their "happily
ever after," Edward's evil stepmother, Queen Narissa (Susan
Sarandon) throws a wrench in
their plans. Determined not to
give up her throne, she tricks
Giselle, pushing her down a
magical world that has no happily ever afters - New York City.
A live-action and confused
Giselle emerges from a pothole
in Times Square, where she wanders frantically through the city
until she meets Robert Philip
(Dempsey) and his six-year-old
daughter
Morgan
(Rachel
Covey). Robert and Morgan
take Giselle into their home,
where she gradually gets used to
her new noisy, choreographed
song and dance-free world.
In a supporting role,
Timothy Spall (as the morallyambivalent squire Nathaniel)
was a good addition. Though his
part felt forced and stereotypical, it is, after all, a Disney film.
Also entertaining was the obligatory furry sidekick - in this case,
a chipmunk by the name of Pip,
who will cause endless giggle
with the kids.
Idina Menzel (from Rent and
Wicked on Broadway) also had a
minor supporting role as Nancy,
Robert's no-nonsense fiancee.
Menzel, known for her fantastic
voice, did not get a chance to
sing in the film, which was quite

. disapppinttng.

....••/..,: ..•••..-:«.•'-•

Adams,
Dempsey
and
Marsden shine in the lead roles,
and Adams' enthusiasm really
makes the movie. An Oscarnominee (for Junebug), this role
will catapult her into the pop
culture spotlight.
Visually, the film was marvelous. The colors and costumes
were just as vivid and attention-

By ELIZABETH AGRESTA11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

imdb.com
Enchanted combines live action and animation for a unique Disney experience.

grabbing in the live action part
of the film as in the animated. I
would advise, however, that
those not fond of musicals steer
clear, as, like all Disney movies,
the film features more than one
cringe-worthy (and yet deliciously tacky) musical number.
What was most enjoyable
about the film, though, was the
; way Disney: -poked fun at itself.
There were innumerable references to past Princess movies
such as Cinderella and Little
Mermaid, and the avid Disney
viewer will notice the many subtle allusions. Also interesting was
the fact that three Disney voice
stars have cameos: Jodi Benson
(the voice of Ariel), Paige
O'Hara (Belle), and Judy Kuhn

of
(the
singing
voice
Pocahontas).
Enchanted will undoubtedly
continue to dominate at the box
office, especially throughout the
holiday season. It's a film that
all families, Disney devotees, and
even adults who want to act like
kids again will enjoy.
Like all Disney films,
> Enchanted ends k»jftpiJj« ever
after, but you will be pleasantly
surprised by the new twist on
the classic ending. Disney's
return to animation has proved
to be a smart decision, and fans
can look forward to the 2009
release of the hand-drawn The
Princess and the Frog, starring
Disney's
first
ever black
princess.

As I sit down to write this
review, I'm still marinating in the
performance I just saw — Daddy,
an original play written and directed by David Calder '08, designed
by Claire Nasiiti '08, and starring
Ryan Haney '10 and Aide Kokesh
'09. Though the cast was small,
the play didn't lack any power or
depth. Daddy was the perfect mix
of drama and wit. It managed to
follow a series of repetitive scenarios while changing actions to keep
the audierj,ee< attuned to the story,
nxaiafaiSing intensity and suspense, but also including some
humorous moments to lighten the
mood. I feel that some dramas can
alienate the audience, but this one
did not. Haney in particular had
several monologues in which he
spoke to the audience and, at one
point, came into the audience and
made eye contact with those of us
near the central aisle, gasping for
air as though he recently escaped
drowning.
Drowning might describe
Haney's character, Baby, pretty
accurately. Baby is immersed in his
mother's twisted land of fantasy
and play and struggles to understand his nightmares and find the
truth. His innocence slowly fades
as the story repeats itself and he is
further affected by his mother's
loneliness and sexual abuse and
the disappearance of his father
(who never actually appears in the
play). Baby evolves throughout
the play as the story repeats itself,
starting out with a childlike mentality and curiosity and changing
into a young man who has had to
grow up too quickly. His growth
occurs after his nightmares, each
of which signifies a new "episode"

of the play and thus a new stage in
Baby's life. Haney exuded the perfect combination of fear, confusion, curiosity, and courage and
was truly a treat to watch in this
role.
While Kokesh's character, the
mother, is detestable for what she
does to her son, it's hard not to
like her, especially the way Kokesh
plays her. She's gentle and caring,
and only later in the play does the
audience (and Baby) realize how
she's been manipulating her son.
Her actions toward her son in the
second half of Daddy are considerably disturbing, particularly the
scene in which she lays Baby onto
the floor and proceeds to rape
him. It was very tastefully done —
provocative, but not graphic —
but was still terrifying to watch. I
don't think any of the audience
members could tear their gaze
from the scene.
-,•;.,
The writing and performance
of Daddy really showed the
breadth of the trio's acting and
storytelling abilities. Daddy is a
far cry from the improv comedy
Haney, Kokesh, and Calder are
known for as three-sixths of the
Moveable Joints, but each of
them shows their flexibility and
skill in acting and directing,
respectively, in Daddy. I think
one of the most stunning things
about this production is its level
of professionalism. Baby wears
only a :wbite» T-shirt and underwear, sexual abuse is a recurring
theme, and there is an intense
seduction scene toward the end
of the play. All of these factors
could have potentially been awkward, .but these two actors pulled
it off like naturals. Kokesh,
Haney, and Calder possess great
amounts of talent, and I look forward to seeing their next projects.

Trinitones Sing With Williams' Octet
ment was a little overwhelming voice was rich and full and made
and overpowered the solo. The the piece really wonderful. This
next song was "Pounding," by song led into another popular
Last Saturday, the Trinitones, Doves, and featured James Trotta tune, "Mr. Brightside," by the
along with the Williams Octet, '10. This song showcased the Killers, for which McDowell did
performed at The Fred. It was Octet's cohesiveness and skilled his second solo. While the tune
their first "solo" performance of use of dynamics. The audience was was infectious and McDowell
the semester, and the fourth a amused by Trotta taking a picture urged the audience to sing along
cappella "hosted" concert. That's of the Octet on his digital camera with him, I don't think it was a
not to say it was boring or tired, right in the middle of his perform- great number with which to end.
The arrangement was such that
..•••.
though; on the contrary, the con- ance.
cert was incredibly refreshing and
The next song, "Faster," by the melody of the song was in a
fun. The Trinitones, directed by Third Eye Blind, was a big crowd different key — maybe to suit
Angelica Castaneda '08, started pleaser. It was very energetic and McDowell's voice better — and it
the night with: "That Don't the lyrics were full of innuendo, just wasn't as good as the Octet's
Impress Me Much" by Shania which the audience enjoyed quite other songs. However, it didn't
Twain. This song featured Olivia a lot. The soloist, Daniel Yudkin put a huge damper on their perMiller '10, Brooke Staley '11, and '08, and the accompaniment com- formance. The audience clearly
Lisa Taber '11 as soloists. The plemented each other very well. liked the Octet, and I felt they did
accompaniment was particularly The Octet's fourth piece was a great job.
good for this piece — light, "Soulsuckers," by Amos Lee, sung
After the Octet retreated from
almost twinkly — and allowed the beautifully by Rich McDowell '09. the stage, the Trinitones went back
soloists to stand out. The rewrit- The song was very soulful and on to finish their set. They contining of a lyric to include President emotive.and McDowell did a,won- ued with "I Can See Clearly
Jones got some laughs as well.
derful job. The accompaniment Now," by Johnny Nash. There
t
wasperfect
for this piece; lighthflS;;' were several soloists for this piece:
After the Trinitones' first,
•
sweet
;
•
and
appropriate ufpr :th&, Gloria Kim '08, Leighann Kinter
song, the Williams Octet took the
: ^nature of the song. ,- ••:•" ••'' .,:[;^.i '08,
Claire Talcott '10, and
stage. Funnily enough, there are
Castaneda.
Very pretty, very well
"One Headlight,".- b y \ | &
13 of them (although only 11 were
done,
but
I've
seen it at three difable to make the concert). They
ferent
concerts
and it's a little bit
started their set with "Wonderful selection.; ;.TMm;was fhejfirst sorj^f
;
tiresome.
Arranging
music is timeWorld," by James Morrison, with actually recognized andT particu'consuming,
certainly,
but it is nice
soloist Abiy Hallimichael '10. It larly enjoyed it. The soloist, Matt
was sung well, but the accompani- Cranshaw '11, was fantastic. His to see new stuff once in a while.
By ELIZABETH AGRESTA '11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER .

Erin Caner
Claire TaJcott '10 performs with the Trinitones at a concert with the Williams Octet.

Diana Rice '09 was the soloist
on the next song, "I Wanna Dance
with Somebody (Who Loves.
Me)," by Whitney Houston. The
song.was bouncy and fun, and it
was clear to see the 'Tones were
having fun with it — Taber,
Talcott, and Miller did some
funny gestures while Rice was
singing, which gave the audience
(and the girls) a laugh.
Lucy Batterman '09 sang the
Trinitones next song, "Breathe," by
Michelle Branch. Batterman, who
was recovering from problems
with her throat and vocal cords,
sang well, but not at her full volume, which made the song a little
difficult to hear. The. accompaniment was appropriate for the song,
light and sweet, but managed to
overpower Batterman's soft voice.

It's clear that Batterman has a great
voice — she just needs a little more
time to recuperate.
Castaneda started the next
song, Natasha Bedingfield's "These
Words," but surprised the audience when it converged into
Bedingfield's follow-up single
"Unwritten." This was by far the
best performance of the night.
Castaneda's singing was soulful,
passionate, and fun, and got the
audience moving and cheering.
Simply put: awesome!
The Trinitones ended the night
with Alyce Fernley '09 singing
"You'll Always Be My Baby," by
Sara Evans. This was a beautiful
ending to a great concert, with
really lovely harmonization. I'm
excited to see what their next concert brings.
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BOOK REVIEW

Wallflowers Emphasizes Perks
of Love Through Letter Format
By ALESSANDRA SIRACO '11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
As the Beatles say, "all you need is
love." But what happens when you don't
have love - what happens when you
don't have a special someone, a close
family, or even dependable friends?
Charlie is a teenager on the brink of
society. With a disjointed family and awkward social encounters, Charlie lives life
with his own inimitable thoughts. The
Perks of Being a Wallflower by Stephen
Chbosky follows Charlie as he discovers
things about what he loves, what he

The Perks of Being
a Wallflower
By Stephen Chbosky
MTV Publishing

hates, what he wants, and what ultimately will make him happy.
The book is written in letter format.
Charlie writes to his "friend," whose identity the reader does not know. Almost
like a journal, Charlie's letters culminate
to paint a picture of his life seen through
his eyes.
, ,, , And bis eyes are unique ones. With.
vision, Charlie observes people and
things as they come at him. His school
life is an integral part of the novel, and
he is somewhat of a loner at heart.
Befriending Patrick and Sam, a boy and
girl who instantly take him under their
wing, Charlie begins to come out of his
shell and live life as a "normal" teenager.
Despite the fact that Charlie goes to
parties, obtains friends, and excels at his
advanced English class, this novel is in
no way a conventional taje. While on
paper the plot may look like a simplistichigh school story, in reality it is one of,
complexities and,the struggle of facing
secrets while trying to overcome them.
Charlie participates in these typical
high school activities, but. his letters give •
us insight into what he: really thinks
about them. The beauty of the novel is in .

his inner thoughts, his musings about the
awkwardness or the anxiety of social situations. While exaggerations of reality to
some, his feelings to some extent or
another touch base and get to the root of
the inner psyche of many teenagers today.
With this delicate and timid view of
life, Charlie tells us his story. One of the
most poignant moments in the novel is
the description of his first kiss: "It was
the kind of kiss that made me know that
I was never so happy in my whole life."
With colloquial language such as this,
Charlie takes us through the perils of
emerging from childhood into the confusing teenage years.
Another aspect of the book is
(Charlie's relationship, to his family, and the relationships that play
out within it. With parents and
• ' siblings who are wrapped up in
their own lives, Charlie leads a
somewhat unusual familial life.
The heart of the story lies in the
• family's — and Charlie's — secrets,
. the things that go unspoken and
reading between the lines of the
things that are voiced.
The climax of this story is the
strength, (but not the sole one) of the
tale. With twists that will hit you hard,
Chbosky does a wonderful job of creating an interesting plot while still making
the novel a character development-based
work.
Ultimately, The Perks of Being a
Wallflower illustrates the true struggles of
being a -'teenagers • of finding xycnwselfwhile at the same rime trying to figure
out how to present that newfound sense
of self to your peers. It is about discovering what you want out of relationships. It
is about facing things in the past, about
sorting through the tangles of things that
may hurt to unravel, and helping friends
do the same.
The novel deals with hurt and grief
but doesn't fail to recognize the
moments of bliss that happen every so
often to remind you why you keep on
going. It is the 'people that make your
life, and Charlie begins to discover this as
he realizes what makes a friend, what
makes a girlfriend,, what constitutes a relationship, and how much is enough to
know about someprie. Through it all,
Charlie finds, that, really, "all you need is
love."
:.

TV Shows to Watch For
By PRIYANKA JOTWANI '10
TRIPOD STAFF
Grey's Anatomy: I have to give credit to "Grey's" for a greatly orchestrated opening
ambulance crash. Each paramedic did an excellent job with a unique personality trait.
Definitely did not expect one of them to be a Nazi with a swastika tattooed over his stomach. The guest stars, in the episode are what contribute to the charm of "Grey's" and last
week was no exception. Seth Green did a great job as Nick and for the first time in a
show did not irritate the hell out of me. I've enjoyed Alex having a bigger role this season with his own consistent subplot. He sure had a lot to deal with when Ava reappeared.
Definitely felt the tension he did when Lexie and Ava were together in the gallery. Poor
Lexie, first her pseudo-boyfriend seems to be screwing her over and then the guy comforting her has an artery burst. Quite the cliffhanger as the episode ended with Shepherd
losing power during surgery, and Lexie covered in Nick's blood. This week will be a
"Grey's" repeat, and we are going to have to wait until the following week for the conclusion of the previous episode (which is also the last "Grey's" episode of 2007). SPOILER
ALERT: Although his story arc has been.indefinitely postponed, rumor has it that Joshua
Jackson was/is coming on as a potential love interest for Cristina.
Brothers & Sisters: The second season of the show has been absolutely amazing, however this week's episode was a bit of a let down. Usually there is something that stands out
about every "Brothers & Sisters" episode, but sadly that spark was missing this week. I'm
assuming however that most of the developments are setting the stage for an explosive
"Brothers and Sisters" wedding event. To begin, Julia is back and Lina is dating Justin.
It's safe to assume that no good can come of this and when Justin brings Lina to Kitty's
wedding, Tommy is not pleased. Kevin finally ended tilings with Jason, which is mainly
due to the Eric Winters unavailability to portray the character until February. This means
we will be seeing a lot more of Scotty in the next few episodes. Two other new love interests have come-up as well for Sarah and Nora. I'm not that big of a fan of Chevy Chase
as Nora's potential love interest, but the chemistry between Steven Webber and Rachel
Griffiths was perfect. Next week the soon to be married couple will face some challenges.
Looks like Kitty has some big secret that may destroy her relationship with Robert. Also
Kevin may be having some trouble with the law. O n the spoiler front, SPOILER ALERT:
Danny Glover reprises his role as Isaac in next week's episode, and this reappearance will
result in Nora questioning her relationship with Stan, Plus, an old friend will make a surprise visit to Holly.
Ugly Betty. This show just keeps getting better and better. From Wilhelmina's Medusa
program, to the Bradford-Betty banter, and Amanda struggling to find a link to her mother; as usual Ugly Betty created the perfect combination of drama and comedy. Betty's
sub-conscious manifestation of Bradford. Meade was more hilarious than the actual
Bradford, what with his witty remarks and tropical outfit. Either way the real Bradford
T\ffeade will be missed." ReBecca Romijri also shone as Alexis for the first time in a while..
But the best Meade of all was Claire Meade. The first 10 minutes were the best of the
episode by far thanks to the always welcomed appearance of Mrs. Meade. It was hilarious when she asked to be able to walk with some dignity, only to stumble because of her
shackles. The shackles, luckily, did not prevent her from tripping Wilhelmina into a grave,
Wilhelmina seemed to be winning in destroying Mode until the end of the episode, when
her dear old Dad refused to financially back her magazine. This week's episode will be a
repeat but the following week will be quite entertaining. Betty is going to force Henry on
a double date with Hilda and Gio. The latest news from the spoiler front is that, SPOILER ALERT: Cliff will appear in at least one more episode before the strike takes its toil.
Sadly we have seen the last .of Claire Meade's fellow escapee Yoga.
Strike Countdown: 8-10 episodes left: "Aliens in America," "Lost," "Medium," "Greek,"
and "Friday Night Lights." 5-7 episodes left: "Law & Order: SVU," "ER," "Gossip Girl,"
"Prison Break," "Samantha Who," "Scrubs," and "Smallville." 4 episodes left: "30 Rock,"
"Bones," "Chuck," "Brothers & Sisters," "House," and "Ugly Betty." 3 episodes left:
"Supernatural," "Numbers," "My Name is Earl," "Dirty Sexy Money," and "CSI." 2
episodes left: "Bionic Woman," "Criminal Minds," "Desperate Housewives," "Grey's
Anatomy," "Heroes," "Private Practice," and "Pushing Daisies." 0 episodes left: "The
Office" and "The Big Bang Theory."

Cinestudio
Blame It On Fidel!

Into The Wild

Across The Universe

In one of cinema's perfect congruencies, the first
dramatic film by Julie Gravas, whose father Costa
Gravas made the legendary political films Z and
State of Siege, centers on a young girl whose parents
suddenly undergo a 1970s-era conversion to radical
politics. Diva-in-training Nina Kervel can't understand why her privileged Parisian lifestyle is now suspect, why her father, a Spanish lawyer, now spends,
his. time helping Chilean exiles, and her mother .
0ulie Depardieu, another daughter of a famous
father) wants to work in a family planning clinic.
Seen from a nine-year-old girl's evolving point of
view, Blame it On Fidel! is funny, sensitive, and
remarkably forgiving. "By any measure,this is a great
performance by a child actor; the movie belongs to
Ms. Kervel." - Stephen Holden, The New York .

In 1990, after graduating from college, Chris
McCandless gave away his money and took to the
road for two years, exploring the West and, most dangerously, Alaska's unforgiving Stampede Trail.
McCandless' quasi-mystical story, first revealed in a
best seller by Jon Krakauer, is now a breathtaking
movie directed by Sean Penn. Emile Hirsch brings the
intensity of the young Leonardo DiCaprio as the idealistic and willfully eccentric explorer, who abandons his
middle class family for the marginalized fellow travelers
he meets along the way. And with the awe-inspiring
cinematography of some of the continent's most beautiful wildernesses, audiences can just about grasp
McCandless' dream to be one with nature. "Sean Penn
sings a powerful and poetic hymn to America." - Ann
Hornaday, Washington Post.

A young lad from Liverpool named Jude (Jim
Sturgess) travels to New York City in 1969, landing
smack in the middle of a vibrant cultural revolution
where he meets the dynamic Lucy (Thirteen's Evan'
Rachel Wood). Did we mention the music? What
makes Across, the Universe such an outrageously
enjoyable event are its 33 Beatles songs, performed
by the actors and guest artists, and produced by TBone Burnett, the musical wizard behind O Brother,
Wliere'Art Thou? The joyful creativity of the music
will fill the spirits of dedicated fans as well as curious middle schoolers listening for the first time. The
amazing images of Jude's journey spring from the
head of Julie Taymor, a puppeteer-turned-director
who brought her visual magic to The Lion King on
Broadway and Frida on the big screen.

Nov. 28-30: 7:30 p.m.
Dec. 1, 2: 2:30, 7:30 p.m.

Dec. 4-7: 7:30 p.m.
Dec. 8: 2:30, 7:30 p.m.

Times.
Nov. 27: 7:30 p.m.
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Jenkins Brings Enthusiasm, Personality to Intimate Hartford Show
continued from page 11
having regained feeling in our hands and
faces, we became more impatient. Some of
the crowd handled this more quietly than
others. The drunks — apparently undeterred by the cold — sloppily rumbled
around while yelling obscenities at nobody
in particular. The glittery adolescents first
spent the hour and a half wait not-so-subtly taking shots, and then even less subtly
making out with each other, using any person around as leverage to stay standing up.
(Don't get me wrong, I attended quite a
few concerts at the same age, and blasted
"Graduate" angstily in my room for a good
portion of high school, but where were the
slightly more veteran Third Eye Blind fans?
Please come next time.)
Around 9:30 p.m., opening performer
Matt White arrived along with his band
and the show finally got started. I had
never heard of him before, but his music
was definitely enjoyable and a good
warm-up for the main act. His voice was
reminiscent of John Mayer's, and his
music shared the radio-friendly, poppy
sound that Third Eye Blind has, but from
rizzomusic.blogspot.com
what I could tell his lyrics were much Third Eye Blind, known for hits like "How's It Going to Be," played at the Webster Theater on Nov. 16.
tamer in comparison. White played a
seven song set, a bold move for an artist his presence. All I could think was, there as he told us that we were all part of a
opening for one of the most successful must be nothing cooler than getting this family for tonight, and that there was "no
bands in recent history.
response simply by walking into a room. separation between us and them, just all
A colorful light show commenced, of us." He also introduced the other
When he wrapped up at 10 p.m.,
another 45 minutes went by before the and the first song was "The Red Summer members of the band, Tony Fredianelli
long-awaited headliners came on stage. Sun," which I never truly appreciated on guitar, Leo Kremer on bass, and Brad
The outline of Jenkins emerged from the until seeing live. It segued into the nostal- Hargreaves on drums. Upon their introdark, and as soon as he walked forward gic and upbeat "Losing A Whole Year," ductions, Fredianelli and Hargreaves
into the light, the room erupted into and then "Narcolepsy," during which the played intricate and explosive solos,
screams, cheers, and applause. He raised gigantic Third Eye Blind sign in the back- about which the crowd went absolutely
his hands from his sides, like a rock god ground ignited, with the letters made up wild. Hargreaves, especially, seemed to
reveling in the worship of his audience, of light bulbs. Jenkins stopped singing in bring a firework-like quality to his drum
and as a whole we seemed to happily the middle of "Jumper" to address the^ playing, always keeping us guessing as the
to &ae ikriecs at crowd, coming off as surprisingly humble ' lights danced and the entire room pulsat-

ed. The band went on to play an array of
songs from their three albums, primarily
from their self-titled debut. All the while,
Jenkins was extremely receptive to his
audience throughout the entire concert
in ways big and small, asking us "can I
graduate?" before singing the same line in
the opening chords of the song, and
introducing "Motorcycle Driveby" by
saying the lyrics came from his personal
journal entry. When "Semi-Charmed
Life" came on, everyone merrily sang
along to Jenkins' revealing, yet remarkably sweet experience of crystal meth
laced with a little bit of love. They played
a sample of Blue with "Deep Inside of
You," "Never Let You Go," and "1,000
Julys." Their 2003 release, Out of the
Vein, was not as successful and much less
represented at the concert, with the band
only performing their second single off
the album, "Crystal Bailer."
Jenkins graciously thanked the crowd,
acknowledging that these intimate venues
have been his favorite part of performing
for the past 10 years. He walked off the
stage, but everyone was well aware that
the show was not over. After a couple of
chants for an encore, the band reentered
to complete the show with "Slow
Motion," "How's It Going to Be" and
"God of Wine." The three songs wrapped
up for a beautiful finale. Once they left
for good and the lights went on, everyone came back down to reality and soberly, calmly exited Webster. And I thought,
you know, maybe Jenkins was really onto
something with that whole family
metaphor. There will always be that relative who's belligerent, or shamelessly
promiscuous, but at least when it comes
to Third Eye Blind concerts, we are all
there to enjoy tVie amazing, sometimes
explicit, but always poignant, music.

r >:: ONLY THING GROWING EASTER THAN OUR
GRADUATE PROGRAMS IS OUR REPUTATION.
Accounting
Cardiovascular Perfusion
Computer Information Systems
Education - Elementary
Education - Secondary
Forensic Nurse Clinical Specialist
Interactive Communications
Journalism
Law
MBA/CFA" (Chartered Financial Analyst)
MBA/HCM (Health Care Management)
MBA/JD (Joint degree in business and law)
Medical Laboratory Sciences/Biomedical Sciences
Molecular & Cell Biology
Nurse Practitioner
Pathologists' Assistant
Physician Assistant
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Graduate Online Programs
Organizational Leadership: Higher Education,
Human Resources, Information lechnology,
Insurance
Learn more: www.quinnipiac.edu
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Come Work for
the official student publication for over 100 years
• Follow in the steps of Tripod alumni and Pulitzer Prize
winners George R Will, William K. Marimow and Jim Murray
Learn new skills and develop current ones and get weekly, hands-on experience in the following fields:
News Reporting
Sports Reporting
Editorial Writing
Advertising

Interested?
Visit us every Tuesday at
5 in Mather or come
down to our office in the
Jackson basement any
Sunday afternoon or
Monday evening.
Elections are coming up
for next semester! E-mail
us at tripod^trincolledu
for details.

- Editing
-'Photography
- Management
- Design
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Johnny Williams Discusses Issues Plaguing Campus New Series
Addresses
Oppression
By CARVER DISERENS '09

TRIPOD STAFF

Carver interviews Associate
Professor of Sociology Johnny
Williams.
Carver Diserens: From living
and learning in the South so
long (B.A. from Oachita Baptist
College
and
M.A.
from
University of Arkansas), has it
been hard adjusting to the
Northeast?
Johnny Williams: When I
first came up here, there was a
culture shock for me. I was in
Boston and I wanted to go home
but I had professors who tucked
me under their wing and I survived.
Carver. Looking at your page
on www.ratemyprofessor.com, it
seems like people either love you
or hate you, why is that?
Johnny: Well, I wouldn't be
doing my job if I didn't have
some students that hated me. I
make them think critically about
their world in ways that they
don't want to think about it.
Carver. So you try to take
people out of their comfort
zones?
Johnny. Well, why would you
want an education that didn't
challenge you? When I was in
college I was challenged by my
professors and that's the only

Courtesy of www.trincoll.edu
Williams teaches Sociology at Trinity.
way to know what you don't
know.
Carver. So is that what you
try to impress upon your students?
Johnny. Yeah, leave that little
box that you're in, realize that
there is something bigger than
yourself, something bigger than
the United States, we're part of
this big globe, the world itself,
we're having effects upon each
other.
Carver. I'm going to read you
a couple of postings I pulled off
of
www.ratemyprofessor.com,
and I'm going to give you a
chance to fire back if you'd like
to: "If you can get over his disappointment of having to teach at
Trinity you will have already

dropped his class and luckily will
be spared. Worst professor at
Trinity and completely hypocritical."
Johnny. I don't know what
they mean by hypocrite, how
would you define that? In terms
of "my disappointment of teaching at Trinity" my disappointment has to do with the institution and to some extent with the
students' inability to open up a
book. Most students at Trinity
think that you come to college
because mommy and daddy say
"you need to go to college."
They're not here to learn, they're
just here to get the degree.
Carver. Another one: "Took
this course last year. Class is
interesting while not my favorite.
Challenges students to think outside the box, which many perceive as troubling like the previous post. Take it if you want a
laugh and are prepared to step
back and examine your own
beliefs. And as a white preppy
male, he surely doesn't discriminate. I got an A-."
Johnny. Students seem to
think that professors will take it
out on them if they don't think
the way the professor wants them
to think. They suppose that the
professor is all-knowing. My
approach to teaching is one of
reciprocity between the professor

and the student. We inform each
other. Students are used to having the professor give them some
information and then they say it
right back to them. A lot of my
students get confused, they want
me to give them structure to
papers and I won't do it because
I want them to think hard about
how they construct a paper and
what they're saying.
Carver. Write your own
review, what would it say?
Johnny. Learning is fun, it's
not all about grades. If you're
having fun the grades will follow.
If you want to have fun then you
have to read the assignments.
People think that professors who
assign lots of reading are punishing the students. That's not the
case, I read everything that you
read and I come to class prepared
to discuss it. I want people to
think of my class as a fun, learning process that isn't a "brain
dump."
Carver I took your 101 class
three years ago and on the first
day you told me that you knew
all of us were out on the weekend
"drinking vodka and doing
'caine." That description fits
some people at Trinity, but in a
class of 80 people, aren't you
abandoning most people by saysee PROFESSOR on page 19
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Career in American Studies Influences Lauter s Views
By REBECCA BROWN'11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
On Wednesday, Nov. 14,
Allan K. and Gwendolyn Miles
Smith Professor of English Dr.
Paul Lauter spoke at Mather
Hall about the effects of immigration on the study of culture.
Lauter summarized his main
argument to be that "Worldwide
immigration, generated mainly
by the effects of rampant inter-

national capitalism, is producing
a new cultural paradigm that has
in many ways begun to replace
the paradigm of multiculturalism."
The lecture was titled
"Immigration Shock," which,
according to Lauter, includes
"Issues of globalization, citizenship, the flows of people and
money across borders, [and] the
meaning of borders themselves.
And these issues in turn raise for

secular democracies a range of
problems and possibilities that
are, in fact, being engaged by creative teachers and artists across
the globe."
Lauter has had a long and
distinguished career in the field
of American Studies. In 1953 he
graduated from NYU, following
that with a M.A. from Indiana
University in 1955 and a Ph.D.
from Yale in 1958. Here at
Trinity College he serves as

Erin Caner
Professor Paul Lauter detailed his views on the effects of immigration on the study of culture in "Immigration Shock."

Chair
of
the
English
Department and the Director of
American Studies. He is also
President of the American
Studies Association in the
United. States, as well as General
Editor of the Heath Anthology
of American Literature.
Lauter says he has worked in
the field of American Studies
"almost 50 years. My first fulltime job was in 1957-58, but I
took a few years off in the 60s to
work in the Movement." Indeed,
from 1964-1965, Lauter worked
in
freedom
schools
in
Mississippi. In 1967 he was the
director of the first community
school project in the U.S. at
Adams-Morgan in. Washington
D.C. Later, he was a founder of
The Feminist Press and served as
its treasurer and editor for 14
years.
Lauter believes that the social
movements, such as civil rights
and feminism, begun in the
1960s, have been for the good in
American culture. A key component of them, he said, has been
those groups wanting access to
mainstream culture. However,
despite the good these changes
brought, today the U.S. faces its
most unequal economic period
ever.
According to the presentation, the wealthiest one percent
has seen their wealth increase
109 percent, whereas the poorest
of the country have seen their
wealth decrease 46 percent. If
see LAUTER on page 18

By SARAH GARDINER '10

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
On Friday Nov. 16, a new lecture series titled, "Rage and
Reason: Black Women Speak Out
Against Oppression," kicked off in
the Rittenberg Lounge. Dr. T.
Denean Sharpley-Whiting was the
first speaker in a three-speaker program which will continue throughout next semester. SharpleyWhiting is a professor of Italian
and French
at Vanderbilt
University. She is also the author
of the provocative novel, Pimps
Up, Hos Down: Hip Hop's Hold
on Young Black Women.
Upon taking the podium,
Sharpley-Whiting launched directly into the heart of her lecture.
Both the body of her lecture and
the ensuing discussion was characterized by the frank, bold-faced
way in which the realities of gender
and racial inequalities were
addressed.
In reference to the Imus controversy, Sharpley-Whiting highlighted the fact that, in the explosive aftermath of his infamous
"nappy-headed hos" comment,
Imus attempted to bJame hip hop
for enabling that sort of derogatory rhetoric. This logic undermines
the fact that such attitudes toward
black women runs deeper than hip
hop. Sharpley-Whiting illustrated
this by tracing demeaning attitudes
toward black women as far back as
Thomas Jefferson's racist undertones in his writings on the state of
Virginia. Sharpley-Whiting also
called to attention the. feet that
Imus' comment was not just offensive to black women, but to
women in general. In both her lecture and her writings, SharpleyWhiting has highlighted the universality of black women's experiences. The culture of disrespect
toward women crosses music genres and sectors of society. Most of
the dialogue surrounding the Imus
controversy
was
race-based.
Sharpley-Whiting believes that,
although there were obvious racial
overtones in Imus' comment, this
reflects the fact that confronting
white versus black racial issues is
more comfortable ground than
confronting a deeper gender issue.
She highlighted the fact that Imus
was fired not out of any deep
moral convictions on the part of
MSNBC executives, but the realization that Imus' comments were
bad publicity, and, thus bad for
profit.
.
Sharpley-Whiting highlighted
the commoditization of women as
one of the factors enabling this
culture. Through the appearance
of dominant record labels, music
has become, "sold, not made." Sex
sells, and a formula has appeared
in the music industry which is
see AUTHOR on page 20
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Schmidt Talks Exoticism & Globalism
By JACKIE SPARKS '09
TRIPOD STAFF
The History Department's
26th annual Mead Lecture was
delivered on Thursday, Nov. 15,
2007.
Professor Benjamin
Schmidt, a history professor at
the University of Washington,
was the speaker, giving a lecture
entitled "Exoticism, Globalism,
and the (European) World at the
Turn
of
the
Eighteenth
Century."
Schmidt started by discussing
what he does. He said that he
can describe what he does with
two terms: cultural geography
and exoticism. What he is looking at is how cultures define
their space and the space of others; and how the definition of
the other somewhat leads to the
making of an exotic other.
Accompanied by a slide
show, Schmidt showed how, in
the late 17th and early 18 th cenfuries, European "geographers,"
particularly the Dutch, began to
publish works on the exotic
lands then being explored and
colonized. What he called geographers, we would often call scientists or anthropologists, however, geographers was an appropriate term for Schmidt to use
because he was talking about
how space was defined. Many of
his examples came from works
published about these lands as
well as artists' works. Unlike
with some lectures, the slide
show was very effective. The
pictures were' clear ' arid" ea's'y to
sec, and edch slide was labeled in
large easy to read fonts. He did
have some trouble, but that was
mainly because he had to move
the computer for ease of movement.
It was clearly wellplanned; it was impressive when
he had the same image in the
sequence twice because he knew

that he planned to return to it.
Schmidt talked about how
the Dutch printers who were
publishing these works often
mixed their people together,
thus creating an exotic sameness. In one picture, Jan van
Kessel's "Americque," he pointed to the many different exotic
motifs that were mixed together.
There were American Indians,
Africans, and East Indians, in
addition to animals from all the
known world and even some
European flora. This was made
up of random exotica, but, by
being global in scope, also created a sense of all these exotic cultures being fundamentally the
same.
He also talked about why
there was this explosion of
works in Europe at this time,
and why the Dutch were so successful. These works were new
in seeking a pan-European audience, not simply the people in
their own country. Europe had
recently been stricken with the
wars of religion; the Treaty of
Westphalia, ending the Thirty
Years War was only signed in
1648. There was strong hatred
between people of different
Christian denominations and
especially between the Dutch
and the Spanish.
Schmidt
talked about an incident on the
south Asian island of Ternate,
shared between the Dutch and
the Spanish. The Dutch commander was able to pay a cordial
visit to the Spanish deputy and
later described 'him as a "good
Spaniard."
This would have
been impossible for a Dutchman
only a few years earlier.
However, instead of revisiting
past hatred, the two were able to
talk about the conversion of the
natives to Christianity (although
which denomination was not
mentioned) and part amiably.

The sense of exotic sameness
that the Europeans were giving
to the peoples they were colonizing also led to a sense of
European sameness.
The Dutch succeeded at least
partially because they were able
to tap into this growing panEuropeanism.
Unlike earlier
travelogues and accounts of colonization, these new works did
not have explicit imperialist
agendas. This made them more
appealing outside of a single
country.
Schmidt gave the
example of two works published
on Japan.
Neither boasted
about the exclusive trading privileges that the Dutch enjoyed.
In addition, the expulsion of the
Jesuits, something that the
Calvinist Dutch might be
expected to glorify, is treated as
a simply tragedy. The details are
dwelled upon not because of
anti-Catholic gloating, but
because that is what the authors
of these tracts believed their
audience wanted.
As part of this "conflation of
exotic space," designs were
reused. Schmidt showed several
examples of drawings and figures originally appearing in one
piece on one subject, and then
later appearing on something
completely unrelated.
The
motifs, therefore, no longer
properly applied to the new subject. However, the Dutch printers continued to do this because
it fit their forms. Thus, they
increased the extent to which all
exbtifc'peoples became trie-same.
The lecture
given
by
Schmidt was very interesting and
provided insight into a little
known subject. However, it was
a shame that it appeared most
students who attended did so
not because they desired to do
so, but because it was required
of them.

Lauter Delivers Lecture on Immigration
continued from page 17

moving from a study of multi- to the values stated in the
culturation to a study of global- Declaration of Independence,
the minimum wage went up at ization. National boundaries are then I plead guilty."
Lauter also spoke about the
the same rate as
no longer a good
According to the
the salaries of
indication of cul- effects of 9/11, saying that the
most important change to the
CEO's, it would
tural boundaries.
2000 census, over
now be $23 per
Gne
critic study of American culture is, "A
nine million
hour.
accused Lauter of much greater awareness of how
Mexican immigrants
As for the diffiteaching
"Un- much the United States is
involved with the world outside
culties the U.S. is
American
studies."
are living in the US.,
boundaries."
Another
currently having
When asked what our
not counting those
regarding its shared
his response to change that Lauter mentioned
undocumented.
border
with
this claim was, on Wednesday was the differMexico,
Lauter
Lauter responded, ences between the role of relibelieves it has to do with the fact "I'll answer by quoting Carl gion and secular democracies.
As for the next 10 years,
that American production of Oglesby,
then-president
of
Lauter
predicts
corn is outsourcing Mexican Students for a
that
American
culfarmers, making them cheap and D e m o c r a t i c
"If it's'un-'or'anti-'
ture will probably,
exploitative
workersl
This Society (SDS), at
American to try and
"be increasingly
predicament has caused the mas- an anti-war rally in
involved with the
get the US. to live
sive influx of Mexican immi- 1965: '... and othgrants, or economic refugees, ers will make of it
up to the values stat- results of largescale immigration
into the U.S. As Lauter puts it, that
I
sound
ed in the
and conflict about
"We have extracted their wealth." mighty
antithat. It's also likely
Declaration of
According to the 2000 census, American.
To
over nine million: Mexican immi- these I say: Don't
Independence, then I to be deeply affected by economic
grants are living in the U.S., not blame me for that!
plead guilty."
problems, if not
counting those undocumented.
Blame those who
altogether
ecoBut as a professor of mouthed my libernomic
collapse.
American Studies, Lauter: also al values and broke
- Professor of
And there will be
questions how all of this affects my
American
English
Paul
Lauter
increasing conflict
the study of American culture. heart/ If it's 'un-'
between the haveLauter believes that the focus of or 'anti-' American
American Studies has changed, to try and get the U.S. to live up muches and the have-littles."

Horoscopes
AQUARIUS

January 20 - February 18

You are such a hippie (but not the cool kind). You're
just the un-bathing kind. You're a Wesleyan hippie, is
what's trying to be said here. Sorry. The stars suggest
transferring?
Xmas List Highlight The ugly excuse for a car (Prius)

H
T

PISCES

February 19 - March 20

You're so posh, just like Posh, that you need an equally posh accessory. What better than a posh Hermesmade leather product? Tie a posh Hermes scarf on the
handle, just to be overly posh. Posh.
Xmas List Highlight A Birkin bag (black croc)

ARIES

March 21-April 19

Don't know if you've heard this before, but no one
really likes you. You're not the life of the party, you
never get Christmas cards (waste of money), and your
parents sometimes forget your birthday.
Xmas List Highlight A lump of coal

TAURUS

April 20-May 20

Though you still act like you're 12 years old ... no
that's pretty much it. At heart (and mind) you're really 12 (maybe 11). This is why you keep wishing for 12
year old presents. Stop it.
Xmas List Highlight A pony

II

GEMINI

May21-June21

You are kind of an underachiever when it comes to
wishing for Chrismukkah presents. You barely even
have a list. This is why your parents have been forced
to buy from the iTunes Top 10 list. Sad.
Xmas List Highlight Britney's Blackout album

CANCER

June 22-July 22

Having gone home and experienced non-college life,
you suddenly feel mildly domesticated. A trip to
Williams-Sonoma with mummy has rattled your college mentality. Copperp'ots beat shot glasses any day.
Xmas List Highlight Kitchen Aid Mixer

LEO

JjjtoL^1'"':fru"Sus': 22

Brat. You want everything,-tfntf now you think you are
capable.,of taking' care of another living creature? Of
course not. You would totally hire someone to clean
up after him. Marie Antoinette did.
Xmas List Highlight A pug

VIRGO

HP

August 23-September 22

Honestly, it would do you no good to ask for actual
presents for Chrismukkah. You're the kind of person
that will return everything anyway. Just take the
money or gift card route; you'll be happier.
Xmas List Highlight An unlimited J. Crew gift card

LIBRA

September 23 - October 22

Now that you have a girlfriend/boyfriend you're
doing everything you can to hang onto them, even if
it means, a trans-Atlantic flight to different continents
that drains your bank account. Just do it.
Xmas List Highlight. Plane ticket so see your gi/bofo

m

SCORPIO

October 23-November
er 21
Since you have no significant other in your life it's
about time to get wishing for one. After all, time flies
when you're ... alone. This isn't the most wonderful
time of year ... when you're alone. Get the picture?
Xmas List Highlight. A boyfriend/girlfriend

SAGITTARIUS

November 22-December 21

You arc greedy. You already have an iPhone and an
iPod Classic and now, just because there's another new
one, you want the iPod Touch! They are all the exact
same contraption. Get over it.
Xmas List Highlight The new iPod Touch

VJ

CAPRICORN

December 22 - January 19

Your need to transport your fat ass has exceeded your
resources. You now have no money, no friends to
drive you, and torn calf muscles. The only fix for this
could be a vehicle of sorts. Aim high!
Xmas List Highlight A Range Rover (silver)
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Professor Urges Students to Instigate Change at Trinity College
continued from page 17

community service?
Carver: Wouldn't it have
Johnny. They do, but it's been more productive to talk it
ing that?
B.S., they only do it so they can up only on campus so students,
Johnny. No, that's an attempt have a bunch of parties. They faculty, and alumni could deal
to get people to recognize that know it, maybe one or two good with it on a more internal, perTrinity, although it claims to be things happen, but for me there sonal level?
an institute of learning, it is a is no need for them to exist.
Johnny. What makes you
place where people like to have
Carver: What is the biggest think that that hasn't been done?
fun. It's OK to have fun, but not social problem on campus?
Carver It has been done, but
to the point where you have fun
Johnny. Faculty morale is low not to the extent where it can
seven days a
as ever, there is a create any serious change.
"It's OK to have fan,
week, 24 hours.
lot of tension
Johnny. Well, you have only
They're snortin'
between
the been here four years, believe me
but not to the point
'caine
and
administration it's been done before.
where you have fun
and faculty. But
Ritalin, drinking
Carver I put myself in the
seven days a week, 24
also, ones of mindset of a high school senior
up a lot of
class, race, and trying to decide between two
booze. I'm not
hours. [Students are]
sexuality.
trying to upset
schools, with all other things
snortin3 'caine and
Carver. In equal, regardless of my backthe students, I'm
Ritalin, drinking up a lot regards to race, I ground I'm going to pick the
trying to get
them to think
think most stu- school that doesn't have people
of booze. I'm not trying
about what is
dents
know calling it a racist institution. So
to upset the students,
happening
about last year's then, wouldn't the school only
I'm trying to get them
around
them.
racial tensions, be attracting people who are
Then they need
how much truth either racists or at least people
to think about what is
to create change
is there to the who don't care if racism exists?
happening around them. claim that you
and the best way
Johnny. Well you're talking
Then they need to create lobbied hard for about something with no data
to do that is to
start
rucking
change and the best way the New York and just a belief. You need to get
reading.
Times to write this in your head, you live in a
to do that is to start
the article?
racist society, nobody is immune
Carver:
flicking reading."
Johnny. I from the racism. America is a
You're the presididn't lobby real racist place. It just happens to
dent of Trinity,
hard, I just be bad at Trinity because no one
what are the first
- Professor of Sociology called them and has taken the reins and said,
things that you
Johnny Williams
told them to "We're not going to tolerate this
change? You can
come take a kind of behavior." I know the
be the Dictator
president will say that they made
look.
of Trinity if you want.
Carver: As a professor who progress with the forum, but all
Johnny. I would revamp the
Board of Trustees. I would make clearly wants to promote diversi- it did was let steam off.
Carver. It was a necessary
it so alumni of Trinity could not ty and new types of thinking,
be chairman of the Board. don't you find it counterproduc- first step though.
Johnny. It was a good first
Secondly, I would make sure that tive to publicize things like this,
the staff and student body were as it may deter people from step, but no follow up. The cambackpus climate commore diversified along all lines, I" diverse
"America is a racist
grounds
from
mittee did not
want an eclectic student body
to
offer any strenuand a curriculum that reflects coming
place. It just happens to
Trinity?
ous
recommenthe eclectic nature of society.
be bad at Trinity
Johnny. No,
dations. I am
Carver. Greek organizations
because no one has
talking
about
are under constant scrutiny, what see, Carver, what
you're advocatis your stance on them?
taken the reins and said, systemic change,
ing is not talking
beginning at the
Johnny. Not needed.
We re not going to toltop.
Carver. Not needed? So, about the issue
erate this kind of behavall
even
Carver:
you're still the president, you're at
ior. ' I know the presi[Follow up quesdealing with a budget problem though it is still
tion via e-mail]
and huge construction projects. here, that's bulldent will say that they
So if no one is
After eliminating Greek life, all shit. Trinity has
made progress with the
immune
to
the Greek alumni close their yet to do anyforum, but all it did was racism, does that
checkbooks because they are thing about the
mean you are
upset to see them disappear. problem, they
let steam off.
form a fucking
racist?
What are you going to do?
Johnny:
Johnny. I'm a Greek myself, committee and
nothing
they tend to be very parochial, do
- Professor of Sociology [Answer via email] "Race" is
they have a sense of "in-ness." about it. [The
Johnny Williams
viewed as worldThey turn inwardly on each article] was not
views composed
other and they have no place on problematic, if
a campus that claims to be a lib- anything it is enlightening people of beliefs, ideas, and assumptions
eral arts organization that wants about what is going on at Trinity. held on faith alone and generally
to open up the world. Greeks That type of publicity has little unrelated to empirical facts
also say that they do all this to do with the type of students about human differences. Use of
community work on campus. that continue to come here. the "race" concept entails imposMy only answer is that it's a Most of the students are oblivi- ing attributes and features upon
bunch of B.S., and they know it. ous to racism because they are human biodiversity which conform to ideological and social
Carver. So they don't do any white, rich, and don't care.

values within cultures to justify
social privilege predicated upon
the assumed biological superiority of one group over another. I
use the term racialized culture to
refer to both content (shared
meanings, beliefs, values, symbols, habits, and customs) and
the interpretive process that
transforms content into hierarchical conceptions of social groups
on the basis of skin color and
other physical characteristics.
Racism is therefore systemic and
an ingrained part of every aspect
of peoples' lives. Those racialized
others (in this case AfricanAmericans, Latinos, Asians, and
Native Americans) do not have
the power to propagate racism,
only those who classify them-

selves as 'white' do.
Carven What is your favorite
thing about Trinity?
Johnny. Students. Yall make
me crack up.
Carver Do you have any
final message that you would like
to share with the Trinity community?
Johnny. I think you asked
me all the questions that needed
to be asked. For Trinity to
resolve all its problems, especially the ones I gave you, it must
deal with them in a structural
kind of way. If you guys want to
deal with it, come knock on my
door. I want change, that's why
I teach. Students are idealistic
and they'll do something about
the problem.

—Top 10

—

Ways To Get Into
Around Trinity
10. Dancing on bars, benches, speakers, poles
... "poles" ... Poles ... Just do it.
9. Put it in your mouth (I said your mothereffin' mouth).
8. Pee. Anywhere.
7. Go to AD. Or Psi U. Or even Sigma Nu.
Really, go anywhere ... but Pike. Nothing ever
goes down at Pike (except for a certain sophomore ... you know who you are).
6. Dear Purple House, Please host more theatrical productions on your balcony. We'll buy
tickets. Cheers, AT.
5. Show a girl "what up" by drenching her in
booze. Not so classy, but oh, so classic!
4. "Forget" to wear underwear. And clothes.
3. Engage in some sort of sexual activity with
any member of the Tripod staff. Even a makeout sesh with Copy Editor Jackie SparXXX '09
will secure you a brief shout-out (*wink,
wink*)!
2. Be a freshman girl.
1. Honestly? Do whatever! We judge really, really easily.

Ready For Some
Titillating 1950's Action?

Junk In The Trunk Gets A
Whole New Meaning

AT Rules:
Don't Drink The Water

Hartford, CT:
A Would-Be Neveriand

The party's theme was by
no means trashy, but one Trin
camper decided to needlessly
skankify her outfit. Stumbling
through the sock hop, her top
slipped far too low, baring all
(and then some). Her friends
didn't care as they, beyond
inebriation, clumsily poured
beer (waste!) on passersby.
Somewhere, Audrey Hepburn
is turning in her grave.

Tell-all seshes aren't just for
frat bathrooms anymore Campo vans are now way
more popular! They're where
tales of hook-ups, drink-ups,
and screw-ups have been
revealed. One barely-clad
blonde was too eager to share
with AT how she accidentally
sucked face in a car with a boy
... as her bofo looked on horrified. Um ... TMI!

Last weekend, a bartending
pledge offered two bubbling
brews to one of ATs trusty
male informants. When ATs
friend reached for one of the
Solo cups, he was directed to
avoid drinking from it. The
soon-to-be bro signaled that
something had been slipped
into the drink, and that the
beer had been transformed
into a roofie colada.Tuck.

AT has now twice been
"hooked-up" with, and
chauffeured by, a local taxi
driver who, instead of a
right hand, has a hook! Arrr!
Despite the driver's unfortunate disability, AT admires
his mad skillz as he navigates the ridiculous mess
that is Hartford traffic.
Ultimately, AT feels safe in
Captain Hook's ship!
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Gender, Raci

This brought to the forefront a
wider theme of contradictions
dependent on the sexuaJization of faced by many women. In the disfollowing
Sharpleywomen. Although Sharpley- cussion
Whiting identifies herself as, "sex Whiting's lecture students dispositive," she expressed concern cussed the tension between considover the fact that women are ering oneself to be a feminist while
increasingly defining their under- simultaneously enjoying dance
standings of their sexualities tracks with misogynistic lyrics. An
through what is being sold to them example which surfaced repeatedly
by corporations whose primary was "Soulja Boy," which repeats
interests are in making a profit. As the blatantly misogynistic lyric,
a result, billions of dollars are being "supersoak that ho."
Throughout
her lecture,
made at the expense of all women.
This makes everyone who is in Sharpley-Whiting never presented
anyway invested in the music censorship as a viable option for
industry complicit. Sharpley- remedying the present situation.
Whiting stated, "We've become Although she advocated for
passive and lazy consumers." enforcement of current FCC
Sharpley-Whiting
encouraged guidelines, such as restricting songs
proactive listening, to seek out with adult content for airing in late
alternative artists by discovering night hours, Sharpley-Whiting
new music through, alternative ven- emphasized the fact that, "You can
ues, such as the Internet or local shut these artists out, you can turn
theaters. This would decrease your TV. off, but you can't shut
dependence on the major record off culture." She advocated an
corporations. Sharpley-Whiting increase in substantive dialogue
also highlighted the fact that when which does not shy away from
record companies are called upon issues which are difficult to discuss.
to defend their endorsement of These are not issues that can reach
offensive material, their argument a definitive conclusion. Sharpleyalways falls back on the basis of Whiting believes hip hop to be a
•profit. If consumers stopped buy- good forum for exploring these
ing these products, they would no contradictions. Life is not easily
sorted into black and white.
longer be made.
Sharpley-Whiting also focused Sharpley-Whiting is an avid hip
her comments specifically to hop fan and stated, "Hip hop
women when she commented on allows us to get funky in those
the various ways women have grays." Through the high level of
bought into the. culture of disre- attendance, lively discussion seen
' s'petf fftaf safiMe?*tp6pfflSrJ'cMl- 'afPridff/s lecture, and Vhe promise
ture. She cited examples such as of future gender-based lectures
the thriving beauty industry. She which do more than skim the surstated, "Feminism allows women face, the Trinity community seems
choices," and called for a greater ready to take a closer look at the
consciousness of those choices. inequalities that affect us all.
continued {torn page 17
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estival Services of the

Lessons and Carols of
Christmas
Sunday, December 9,
2007
4:00 p.m., repeated at 7:00

The Chapel Singeri
The Concert Choir
College Guild of Carillonneurs

Trinity C&Itege (Mopel

A cherished Hartford Christmas
tradition

We deliver to parts 0/
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^-
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Mon.-Thurs. 11:00 am - Z:30 am

Fast Delivery - Minimum $8,00

Commercial Accounts Welcomei
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52.00
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The Tripod Congratulates
the NESCAC Fall 2007
All-Academics
Nicholas Allen '09
Men's Soccer

Alison Lemire '09
Women's Cross Country

Katherine Blanton '08
Field Hockey

Kristina Miner '08
Women's Cross Country

Adam Cox '09
Football

Chelsey Reynolds '09
Women's Soccer

Christopher Cozza '09
Football

Michael Robinson '08
Football

Spencer Durland '08
Men's Soccer

Casey Savage '09
Football

Lindsay Eichler '08
Volleyball

Tim Scarella '08
Men's Cross Country

Lisa Esposito '09
Volleyball

Marisa Shutte '08
Field Hockey

Sara Fiorillo '09
Volleyball

Connor Wells '09
Football

Colin Gigl '08
Men's Soccer

Ben Wiilig '08
Football

Dan Kupper '08
Men's Soccer

Congratulations!
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NESCAC Players of the Week
Weeki
Britney McKenna '10
Women's Ice Hockey
McKenna was involved in all four Bantam goals over the weekend as
she scored three and assisted in one during Trinity's sweep of
Wesleyan.
Week 2
Matt Crum '08
Men's Ice Hockey
Crum scored two goals on Saturday as the Bantams beat the
Cardinals, 4-1, and then added the game-winner in overtime on
Sunday in a 5-4 victory over the Lord Jeffs.
Robert Taylor '08
Men's Basketball
Taylor went 13-24 from the floor and averaged 17 points and 10
rebounds as the Bantams went 2-0.

Men's Squash
Home Opener vs. Colby
Friday, Nov. 30 at 3 p.m.
Women's Squash
Home Opener vs. Colby
Friday, Nov. 30 at 3 p.m.

Can it be rape if he's your boyfriend?*
Did you know:
-1 in 5 women on college campuses are sexually assaulted.

WeOffer:
*A 24 hour bilingual hotline

84% of sexual assaults on college campuses are by acquaintances,

* 8 h o r t t e r m Counseling

-Only 5% of college assaults are reported.

•Police, court, and hospital
accompaniments

Statistics gathered from SexualVictimization of College Women; Dept © G r o u p S e s s i o n s
ofMtice.Aftd/Califomfa

The YWCA of New Britain's Sexual J J S ^ i J *

1 4 Hour Hotlines:

Assault Crisis Service can help you. 1-888-568-8332
All ofour services are free and confidential
k

At Trinity contact SART - Sexual Assault Response Team
*Web site: www.trincoK.edu <http://www.trihcoll.edu/>, "A-Z" "S" SART
"Coordinator: Laura Lockwood, Women & Gender Resource Action Center
(WGRAC) - Lauraiockwoddprincoil.edu, x24G8.

Yes- unwanted sexual contact regardless of relationship issexual assault

The Trinity Tripod
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Despite Injuries, Swimmers Put on Strong Showing Against Tufts
promising squad.
CJ. Murdoch led the firstyear charge, completing the 500yard freestyle in 5:20.81, good
The Trinity College Men's
for third place and just four secand Women's Swimming and
onds behind his closest competiDiving teams opened their seator.
son last Saturday, Nov. 17 in
He also swam the first leg of
Medford, Mass, in a dual meet
the third-place Men's 200-yard
against the Tufts University
freestyle
relay
in 23.59.
Jumbos.
Gulbrandsen,
freshman
Barton
Although both Trinity teams
Keery, and sophomore Brooks
walked away with losses to start
Gerli comprised the rest of the
the season (156-106 for the Men,
freestyle relay team.
151-119 for the Women), Head
Coach Kristen Noone was
The Women's team was also
impressed with the way the
hit hard by injuries and illness.
Bantams handled themselves
However, senior co-captain
against an extremely deep Tufts
Emma Goehring reacted positeam.
tively to her team's ability to
ignore any adversity they faced.
"We were hugely outnumbered,
but I
"Many
thought we did a
people were
very good job of
injured
or
not giving up and
sick, which is
really
making
always hard
every
event
on
team
count,"
said
morale, however, we were
Noone.
able to overThe
divers
come this at
actually competthe meet on
ed at Trinity on
Saturday and
Friday
evening
focus on putbecause
Tufts'
ting all our
pooJ is not reguhard work in
lation
depth.
Although
the
Edwin C. Pratt the pool to
she
men's side gradu- The Women's team, after graduating two key seniors from the Class of 2007, use/'
said.
ated co-captain will look to its tfpperclassmen to provide leadership this season.
Chris Minue '07,
Senior cothe team's standout diver, they the varsity team's individual captain Amanda Kulik, a threelook to continue to improve as records.
season varsity athlete (rowing,
the younger athletes come into
However, the team is half swimming, rowing) broke her
their own.
freshmen, so there is significant foot just before the start of the
Junior J.J. Hall, M o l s study-' potential for this young" but competitive"- srasO'ir-and will • not'
By STEPHANIE APSTEIN '10
TRIPOD STAFF

ing in Australia for the fall
semester, will rejoin the Bantams
in the spring and provide a welcome boost to a depleted diving
squad that currently boasts only
sophomore Paul Scafariello and
junior
swimmer-turned-diver
Erik Gulbrandsen.
Gulbrandsen, battling illness,
elected to swim rather than dive
in this weekend's meet, but
Scafariello turned in a solid
result for the Bantam divers with
a second-place finish in the onemeter diving event with a score
of 159.90.
The swimmers also lost a key
member of their team in the
graduation of co-captain Mike
Lenihan '07, who held five of

compete until sometime after
Christmas.
Nevertheless, she remains a
strong
"
"

Freshman Brooke Haynes led
the Bantams as the sole individual event winner of the day with
j h
e r
•• • J • / 1 : 0 3 , 33
l
supporter
t <
''.''•><;
, finish in
r
of
her t.
• '
the 100teammates
'„„
yard
butand
is
terfly.
She
i1
impressed
was
also
a
by
the
member
efforts
of
the
they have
I 200-yard
shown
freestyle
thus far.
relay-win"If we
ning team,
stay dediw
hose
cated and
1
:
46.39
deterfinish was
mined,
good for
w e ' r e
first place
going to
a f t e r
have
a
Tufts'
"A"
g r e a t
squad
was
www.trincoll.edu/athletics
NESCAC
meet
in Junior J.J. Hall,-abroad this semester, will bolster disqualified when
February," the diving team when he returns.
one of the
she said.
.
Junior
diver
Chelsea swimmers jumped before her
Bainbridge-Donner highlighted teammate had touched the wall.
Junior Regina Lea, sophomore
the diving on the women's end
with a third-place performance Emily Cote, and Goehring made
in the one-meter event, earning a up the rest of that team.
The Bantams have a tough
score of 162.53.
road
ahead of them in one of
Despite the graduation of cothe
most
competitive confercaptains Sarah Sweatt and
Christine Myskin, both '07, the ences in Division III, but with
Women's team has a strong lead- their mix of youth and experiership core in Kulik and ence, they are primed for an
exciting season.
Goehring.
Next up:,fpr both the Men
"We have a lot of youth, but
we have some very strong cap- and the Women "wttMsto^a. meet
tains and upperclassmen to help in Lewiston, Maine against the,,
show them the way," said Bates College Bobcats at 12 p.m.
on Saturday, Dec. 1.
Noone:' "" " '
"'"*""'' "•" -'•
'

*

*
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IN DECIDING WHICH LAW SCHOOL TO ATTEND,

CONSIDERTHIS:
Quinnipiac University School of Law ranks among the top ioo law schools in such categories as
full-time student LSAT scores (median -158); admission acceptance rates; student/faculty ratio (13:1);
and employment rates after graduation. Not to mention, we offer merit scholarships ranging from
S3,000 to full tuition. Before you decide which school to attend, make sure you review the facts.
To learn more, visit law.quinnipiac.edu, email ladin@quirmipiac.edti or call 1-800-462-1944.

QIUNNUMAC UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW

1 v « . o r j N \ i i ' i . A c . r.ni- | H A M D I rv < o , v \ u : 1 rrc
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Bants Win McKenna Leads Women's i Women's Basketball Beats
Four
Hockey to 3-1-1 Record Cazenovia in Tournament
Straight
continued from page 24

Bantams took their first opener in
the new rink and sophomore
continued from page 24
goalie Isabel Iwachiw recorded her
first shutout of the season.
Taylor was able to clinch the win I
Iwachiw picked up another the
by making four clutch foul shots | next day against the same team,
down the stretch. Senior Steve j this time by a score of 3-0. Weiss
Dunn added 10 points and eight scored halfway through the first
rebounds to Trinity's great per- period on an assist by McKenna
formance.
and sophomore Hadley Gleason
Sunday night marked another to give the Bantams a lead they
win for the Bantams, as they beat would never relinquish.
the Babson Beavers 82-75. Martin
The second .period passed
finished with a game-high 24 uneventfully, but McKenna was
points, including 15 in the first back again for another two goals
half alone. Although Trinity tried in the third to give the Bantams
to keep the lead in double digits, some insurance. Weiss returned
Babson closed the gap with a lay- the favor, assisting her first goal,
up from Pat Belniak, bringing the and junior co-captain defender
lead down to five points at 60-55. Kelley McCarthy and freshman
But the Beavers never got any Alexa Guglielmi combined for the
closer as Trinity improved its assist on the second.
Win number three came
record to 4-0. Freshman Brian
Ford came off the bench to add against Salve Regina on Tuesday,
10 points for the Bantams while Nov. 20 by a score of 3-1. This
Taylor and Hasiuk both reached time, the Bantams went down early
double digits. Taylor finished with as they allowed their first goal of
16 points, 13 of which came in the the season, but they battled back
second half, six assists, and six in the second period to retake the
rebounds. Hasiuk finished with 15 lead on goals by Kelley McCarthy,
points, going four for four from Weiss, and freshman forward Jill
Roloff. Senior Helen McCarthy
the free throw line.
The Bantams will look to con- made 13 saves for Trinity. .
Iwachiw allowed her first goal
tinue their dominance at home
this Tuesday, Nov. 27 at 7:30 p.m. of the season in the third period
against the Western Connecticut against Amherst on Saturday, Nov.
24 on the way to a 1-1 tie. Just
State University Colonials.

when it looked as though the
Bantams would take the loss, freshman defender Laura Komarek
scored her first collegiate goal with
3:48 remaining to keep Trinity
alive. Although the offense could
not score again, they remained
unbeaten until their next game.
Their only loss thus far came
on another late goal by Amherst
the next day. Trinity took a chance
on an empty net for 28 seconds
late in the final stanza, but
Amherst scored again to seal the
deal at 2-0.
The Bantams will have a
chance to return to their winning
ways when they play Hamilton
away this Friday and Saturday.

continued from page 24

their way to redemption with a
win Sunday, Nov. 17 against the

Mark Liska P'10

Sophomore Kristen Liska (13) guards an NYU player in Trinity's loss last weekend.

Peter Hendrickson

W. Ice Hockey swept the Cardinals.

Our idea of a study break.

Cazenovia College Wildcats.
Sophomore forward Kristen Liska
led the team with 19 points and
12 rebounds. Cazenovia fell to a
0-2 record with the final 83-53
score.
Other standout underclassmen included sophomores center
Christine Card with 12 points
and Claire Arnstein, with 11
paints, six rebounds, four assists,
and four steals.
The Bantams are looking to
earn their fourth straight post-season appearance in the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference.

College Students
Get 15% OFF full-price items.
Must show valid college ID. Restrictions apply; visit store for details.

West Haitiord
EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS

Kaplan will step in to fill the void
left by graduation of leading scorer and two-time All-NESCAC
player Sarah Cox '07.
"Everyone on the team has a
special role that is equally important," said Sims.
There will be many opportunities ahead to see the young
team live up to its promise with
three home games scheduled this
week.
They face Smith at 5:30 p.m.
on Tuesday, Worcester State on
Thursday, and the Coast Guard
at 1 p.m. on Saturday in the Ray
Oosting Gymnasium.

Ice Hoc$&y™Wins John Dunham
Invitational at Koeppel Center
continued from page 24

Corbins Corner Shopping Parkade
1459A New Britain Ave.

Last season they posted a 12-2
record and kept 11 varsity players
to return this year. Sophomores
Arnstein, Tess Donie, and Leigh

with a power play at the end of the third
period. When regulation ended without a
winner, the game and the power play continued into overtime. Yet neither squad
was able to put a game winner past the
first-year net minders, and the contest
ended in a tie.
This past weekend, the team returned
early from their Thanksgiving break in
order to host and compete in the fourteam John Dunham Invitational.
Their opening game was against nearby
Wesleyan University, and they defeated the
Cardinals 4-1 behind two goals from senior forward Matt Crum. Crum scored a
mere 29 seconds into the game, and the
Bantams never trailed. Cataruzolo went
with sophomore Dave Murison in goal,
and he stopped 14 shots to help give the
rookie head coach his first career win.
Amherst defeated Connecticut College
in the day's other match-up, arid the two
winners were set to 'face off in a rematch
the next day.
Against Amherst, the Bantams used a
first period power play to score when junior forward Riley Hicks knocked home the
team's first goal. The teams traded goals
for the remainder of the game, but as the
clock wound down in the third period,
the Bantams found themselves trailing 4-3.
With only 1:09 remaining in the game,
Hicks again found the net at the most crucial of times. His goal, assisted by co-captains senior forward Dan Maturi and junior Ryan Masucci, knotted the game at
four apiece, and the two teams were headed to overtime.
Both goalies faced a barrage of shots in

the extra period, as Vesprini and the
Amherst goalie combined to make 20
saves. Yet with 4:29 left, Crum positioned
himself for an open shot from short range
and scored to give the Bantams their second straight victory and the title in the
invitational. The team improved to 2-1-1.
The team expects to be a strong competitor for the NESCAC title this year,
and a berth in the NCAA tournament is
by no means out of reach.
Next weekend they will play two games
at home, taking on Babson on Friday at 7
p.m. and UMass-Boston on Saturday at 3
p.m.

Edwin C. Pratt

The Hockey team won the Dunham Invitational.

Inside Sports:
Congratulations,
page 21
Swimming and Diving,
page 22
The Trinity Tripod
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Women's Basketball Splits NYU Tip-Off Tournament M. Hockey
Ushers in
New Era
By HANNAH CHARRY '08
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Trinity College Women's
Basketball team returned from its
opening weekend in Manhattan
with an even record. They lost to
the New York University Violets,

the nation's fourth-ranked team,
with a 61-40 final score.
Sophomore forward Rristen
Liska sank a pull-up jumper with
13:44 on the clock to interrupt
NYU's early 8-0 lead. Offense
lacked for the rest of the half,
however, with the Violets leading

32-15 by the half-time buzzer.
Trinity committed 16 turnovers
and shot 20 percent against a
powerful defense.
"It was a good test and we
love the competition," said sophomore co-captain forward Jessica
Sims. "We made a lot of mistakes

because it was our first game, but
we have been working hard at
practice to fix them so we are
excited for the three games this
week."
The women are already on
see WOMEN'S on page 23

Mark Liska P'10
Head Coach Wendy Davis goes over plays with the Women's Basketball team before their win against .Cazenovia in the NYU Tip-Off Tournament on Nov. 17.

Basketball Opens Season
Clutch Scoring Helps
Ice Hockey's Strong Start with Four Straight Wins
By STEPHANIE APSTEIN '10

TRIPOD STAFF
The Trinity College Women's
Ice Hockey team opened their season with a string of five well-played
games. They were rewarded for
their efforts with wins in the first
three, a tie in the fourth, and a
close loss in the fifth.

shots on goal in the first period
and Wesleyan six, the game
remained tied at zero until just
over halfway through the second
period. First-year forwards Kim
Weiss and Caroline O'Leary assisted sophomore forward Britney
McKenna on the game's only goal,
despite a total of 38 shots by
Trinity and 16 by Wesleyan.

Peter Hendrickson
After an unsuccessful attempt on goal by freshman forward Kimberly Weiss (12),
fellow freshman forward Caroline O'Leary (7) fights for control of the puck.

The Wesleyan University
Cardinals visited Trinity's Koeppel
Community Sports Center for the
opening game of the season on
Friday, Nov. 16.
Although Trinity made 12

The Cardinals played the last
1:15 of the game with an empty
net in a last-ditch effort to tie it up,
but they were unsuccessful as the
see McKENNA on page 23

By CLAIRE AKNSTEIN '10
, CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The Trinity College Men's
Basketball team opened their season by winning the Tip-Off
Tournament in Maine last week.
Although the first game
against the University of Southern
Maine seemed like a blowout, with
the Bantams going on a 174 run
to end the first half, the Huskies
battled all the way back and were
able to cut the lead to four, 46-42,
on a two-point basket by Maine's
Drew Coppenrath.
The stellar play of senior tricaptain Russ Martin created just
the cushion the Bantams needed
to win the game, scoring six out of
eight baskets to push the lead
from four to 12. The Bantams
continued to hold the lead, with
the Huskies fighting hard until
the finish, ending in a nine-point
win for the Bantams by a score of
67-58.
Senior tri-captain Robert
Taylor added 14 points and seven
rebounds, while freshman Ian Fels
contributed seven points of his
own and went 100 percent from
the free throw line.
Trinity played in the final
game against Maine-Farmington,
who beat Maine-Presque in its
semi-final game. Trinity seized the
lead from the opening tip and
never looked back, ending in a
decisive 61-38 victory.
Martin led the team with 18

points and eight rebounds, with
point guard Patrick Hasiuk not far
behind with 17. Hasiuk was also
strong from behind the arc, making five of 11 three-pointers, and
was named Tournament MVP.
Junior guard Aaron Westbtooks
also grabbed a game-high 11
rebounds.
Teammate and fellow junior
guard Paul Rowe added nine
points, a block, and seven
rebounds. Taylor;also scored 10
points of his own, which earned
him a selection to the AllTournament" team. The Men's
team returned home from Maine
with a 2-0 record.
On the Tuesday before the
Thanksgiving break the Men competed against Eastern Connecticut
Sate University. Taylor recorded
his first double-double of the season, grabbing 14 rebounds and
scorbg 18 points, leading the
Bantams to victory.
The men got off to a very
strong start, leading 31-12. But
Eastern Connecticut gave the
Bantams a run for their money by
cutting the lead to 10 points.
Hasiuk stemmed the run by draining a three-point basket, but
Eastern answered his three with
nine unanswered points, closing
the gap to six points. Down the
stretch, Eastern's reliance on the
three-point shot seemed to fail
them as their shooters got cold.
see BANTS on page 23

ByMATTFUENTES'09
TRIPOD STAFF
Thirty-three years ago the
men's hockey team played their
first game, and while all of the
students of that inaugural squad
have long since graduated, Coach
John Dunham remained. After
serving as the only coach that
:
the hockey team ever knew,
Dunham retired after the conclu- '•
sion of last season.
;
This year, Dave Cataruzolo
will take over as the second-ever
Bantam Men's Ice Hockey coach.
He graduated from Bowdoin in
1998 and has been with Trinity ;
ever since. After earning a mas- ;
ters degree in public policy in
2001, he has served as the assis- i
tant coach for the past six years. •
He coached the forwards, and ;
under his tutelage the team
reached
seven
consecutive :
NESCAQ, Tournaments, won a i
NESCAC CBfmpw«,sjjip title in
2003 and a NESCACTfeguJar ;
Season Championship in 2005/*^^«
earned two trips to the NCAA \
Division III Championship
Tournament, and made an
NCAA Final Four appears
2005.
S o n they played their
first game in the newly-built
Koeppel. Community Sports
Center, and last weekend's opening game at Amherst under
Cataruzolo ushered in a new era
of Trinity Hockey.
Unfortunately, they fell to the
Lord Jeffs by a score of 4-1.
Though the game started slowly,
Amherst was able to convert
twice within the first period
when they took advantage of
both a two on one breakaway
and a power play opportunity.
In the third period, Trinity
sophomore
forward
Ryan
Crasper connected on a slap shot
from just inside blue line, but
Amherst had already built up a
three-goal lead that they were not
going to relinquish.
The next day the team traveled to upstate New York to face
Hamilton in a match-up that featured two freshman goalies.
Both were outstanding, as
Trinity freshman Wesley Vesprini
allowed only one of the 35 shots
he faced to get past him. Eight
minutes into the game, Trinity
freshman forward Adam Houli
gave Trinity an early one-goal
lead.
In the second period,
Hamilton was able to tie the
game when the puck deflected
off of Vesprini's right foot and
into the goal.
The game remained tied and
the Bantams found themselves
see ICE on page 23

